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proportion with the importance of its object? I think not. Ours has
been the ony serious attempt since- the 1920s to build a national
rank-and-file movement in-Britain (perhaps in the world). There
are important lessons to he drawn from its failure. One test of
revolutionaries is the ir ability to learn from their Mistakes. Secondly.
if sonic sillily criticism*. of what theSWPhasdoneseem excessively
harsh,I do not exempt myselffrom responsibility for the decisions
taken, having supported most of them,and participated in making
some of them.
Trade unionism and rank-and-fik organization

Perhaps the most well-known characteristic of the Socialist Workers
Party within the British labour movement has been its advocacy of a
-national rank-and-file movement. Indeed,our reformist critics have
often belaboured us for having our own special deviation,'rank and
filise. We have, rightly, been proud ofthis label, because it reflects
our basic orientation on the self-activity of the working class, on
socialism from below, rather than the socialism from above of the
Labour MPS and trade union leaders. Atthe same time.in developing
our rank•and-file strategy We have set ourselves within a tradition.
that of the Shop Stewards and Workers Committee Movement of
the First World War, and the ensuing attempt by the early ,
Communist Party to build a National Minority Movement within
the trade unions.
The time has-come to re-examine this rank-anchfile strategy. It
rested upon certain assumptions abaft the strength of existing
rank-and-file organizations that no baser hold. Once we abaa4cliq'
these assumptions, as we must. the strategy-of building a 'natiOnel.
rank-and•:file movement is no longer appropriate, and the attempt
to stick with it in defiance of reality is likely to lead to serious
political mistakes. As we shall see, the SWP did commit such
mistakes in the late 1970s..before we realized that the objective
situation had radically 'changed since the early 1970s when we
...'..7adopted the rank-and-file strategy) Really all this article proposes
Is that we should draw the logical consequences for our trade,union
forces in Britain
• 'Xvilrk of our reappraisal of the balance of
• 4oday.
• Before going on to the substance of my argument I should make a
couple of things clear. First, it may seem that some of this article is
too concerned with the recent history-of-the SWF.isn'tthis out of

Building a eatipnel rank-and-file movement in the trade unions is by
no meansessential to revolulionary strategy. The bolsheviks got by
quite happily without one What is essential can be stated very
briefly as four propositions Fist, the emancipation of the working
class can • only- be the act of the working class. Second. this
emancipation can occur only through socialist revolution, in which
the working class destroys the capitalist state, replacing it with one
of thi•ir own based on workers' councils. Third. the unevenness of
workers'consciousness meansthat a revolutionary party is needed
to g!ve the struggle for power a coherence and direction it would
otherwise lack. Fototh, the consciousness of the masses can -be
transformed only in the course of the class struggle and therefore
the party must be built through its participation in the life and
day-to-day battles of the proletariat. Precisely how these general
propositions are translated into the details of revolutionary activity
depends on the concrete circurnItances of this activity— the nature
and level ofdevelopment of'tie social formation, the international
context, the internal.balance- of class_fories, the specific loon of
state, the scope.for legal activity, the size of the revolutionary
orgartintion and so on. One major source oferror rmong revolutionaries lies in transferring tactics appropriate to one situation to
another,quite differentenvironment,as is illustrated by the various
sects which use Lenin's(entirely correct)criticisms of'econontism'
in quasi-absolutist tsarist Russia as a justification for ignoring the
trade unions in contemporary Britain.
A strategy of building a national rank-and-file movement within
the trade unions -is only a means of widening support for revolutionary politics in the context of bourgeois democracy. By
`bourgeois democracy'I mean,as well asthe institutionsof universal
suffrage, regular elections, and the associated rights offree speech,
association,etc,the existence ot a mass, legal trade union movement:
Trade upi0011SM provides the political forms of bourgeois democracy
with their ecommic and social substance, as I shall try to show.
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leads to
. The -very nature of capitalist production,. Marx argues,
-production and
the .progressive centralization .of the means of
the frame- socialization of labour. Because this takes place within
encourages the
work of exploitative .relations of • producion it
combat their
collective organization of workers in order to
class, a
exploitation. There thus 'grows the revolt of the working
united and
class constantly increasing in numbers, and trained,
of
process
organized by the very mechanism of the capitalist
production'? Trade unions are a product of this revolt: based on the
Mart's
collective organization of the working class, they act, in
words as 'centres of resistance against the encroachments of
capitalist
capital'.3 However, they do so withic the framework of
relations of production. They seek, for example. higher wages.
rather than striving for the abolition of the wage system itself, even
though the latter is essential to the extraction of surplus value from
workers. The trade union struggle, in other words, is concerned
with improving the terms on which labour power is exploited, not
with ending that exploitation. None of this is intended to devalue
the heroism and self-sacrifice which built the trade unions, and
which is displayed in every strike. It is merely to say that trade
unions are profoundly contradictory social Loons:since they combat
capitalist exploitation within the terms set by capitalism,as Marx
4
'
put it,`fighting with effects, but not with the causes of these effects.
.It follows that trade unions flourish in conditions where there is a
sharp separation between economic and political struggles. so that
fights for higher wages do not directly challenge the classdom i ation
of the bourgeoisie. At the same time, the development of trade •
unions encourages this separation, which achieves its clearest expression with the attainment of bourgeois democracy. This is not
simp.y because, historically, the labour movement has been the
most determined advocate of bourgeois democratic demands such
as universal suffrage. Parliamentary democracy, by treating everyone as citizens with equal rightsftrespective of the real differences
between their wealth and power, serves to insulate working-class
organization and struggle from political questions. The challenge of
the organised working class is defused by treating the class struggle
as a non-pOlitical, economic and social issue that can be resolved by
negotiation and administrative reforms rather than throqgh the
revolutionary transformation of society. Trade unions, bourgeois
democracy, and the separation of economic and political struggles
thus mutually reinforce each other.
This pattern depends on two very important conditior, First, thc
capitalist economy must be sufficiently prosperous to provide scope
for increases in working class living standards. If the trade-union
stnaggle is unable to deliver higher real wages, then suppor for

attempts to improve workemt etiaditions within the limits of
:lnitalism will be undemiined. That is why bourgeois democracy
tends to flouriSh only in imperialist countries. Secondly. a social
layer must exist in the workers'movement with an interest in
confining the class struggle to the improvement "it the proletariat's
position within the capitalist relationsofpioduction. Already at the
turn of the century non-mantist ceumnentatorsobsened the formation Ole trade union bureaucracy within two very different workingclass Movements. Sidney and Beatrice Webb. writing in 1894, noted
how the previous half century had seen important changes within
the predominantly craft unions in Britain: 'during :beim years we
.wat:h-a shifting of the leadership in the trade union world from the
*usual enthusiast end irresponsible agitator to a class ofpermanent
salaried officers expressly chosen out of the rank and file of trade
unionists for their superior business capacity:4i Some fifteen years
later, Robert Michels observed the emergence Of a conservatise
layer of full-time officials within the avowedly Manila German
Social Democratic Party and its affiliated trade tinions.6
The 1920s saw the consolidation ofthe trade union bureaucracy
in Britain, a process promoted by the rapid expansion of union
Membership OA million in 1910.8.3 million in 1920), the series of
amalgamations which led to the formation of such giant general
unions as theTGWU and the brUGN4W,andthe progressofnational
collective bargaining as opposed to the pattern of district settleWilts which had prevailed before 1914.7 The commitment of the
TUC General Council to class collaboration was demonstrated by
the Mind-Turner talks'whie.h followed the defeat of the General
Strike in 4926. although they had to wait till 1940,and the inclusion
ot ErneSt Sevin as Minister of-Labour and National Service in the
Churchill coalition for the incorporation of the trade union
bureaucracy into the state machine to be formalized. The pattern
set in the war years. Of chase consultation between the government
of the day. whether Tory or Labour, and of the trade union leaders
prevailed until the election a May 1979. and may even survive that
blow to clasScollaboratiotO
The,fonnation of a conservative labour bureaucracy, however
much itinay encouraged by dev.doprilents of the sort 1 have just
described, is inherent in the very na.tre oftrade unionism.Confining
the class struggle to the improvement of workers' materialconditions
within the limits of capitalism presumes that the interests of capital
and labour ca.: be reconciled - that higher wages can be won
without underrniMig profitability. The compromises which are
forced on workers %viten the balance of forces is not in their favour
are inevitable so long as the trade union struggle is concerned to
combat the effects ofcapitalist exploitation, rattier than to eradicate
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A division of labour
Someone has to negotiate those compromises. the mass .n
between
workers
naturally and spontaneously emerges
increasingly spent in barand'their representatives, whose time is
or
sooner
gaining with employers. Some of these representatives
later will become full-time workers . for the union, paid out of
the political beliefsof
members'subscriptions. The effect, whatever
He is removed
the official, is to isolate him itom those he represents.
dirt and dangers,from
from the discipline ofthe shop floor,from its
inim..dlate conflicts with foreman and manager, froiss the
fellowship of his workrr.ates, to the very different environment ofan
no
office. Even if he is not paid more than his members,his earnincs
they
longer depend on the ups and downs of capitali:. production
to
vulnerable
they
are
nor
no longer involve working overtime,
short-time or lay-oit.Ifs plant is closed, the official who negotiates
the redundancies will not get the sack. Constantly closeted with
m anagemeni, he comes to see negotiation. compromise, the reconciliation ofcapital and labour as the very stuff of trade unionism,
Struggle appears as a Ilitruption of the bargaining process. a
nuisance and an inconvenience, which may threaten the accumio
lated funds of the union. Orpnizetion becomes an' ends in itself.
t hreatening even the limited goal of r?roving the terms on which
the worker is exploited.
Rots Luxemburg well descritxd the political effects of 'the
.-'-oduction of a regular trade union officialdom'in Germany after
. .
1890:
Thespecialization ofprofessional activity at trade union leaders,at wellas
the naturally restricted horizon which is bound up with dirmutected
economic. struggles in a peaceful period, leads only too easily to
bareaucration and a certain .narrowness of outlook, Both, --htiWeier.
express themselves in a whole series of tendencies which may befateful in
the highest degreefor dteMute ofthe trade-union movement. There isfirst
ofall the overvaluation ofthe organization, which from being a means has
gradually been changed into an end in itself, a p::Xi(Ha thing, to allichehe
interests ofthe strugglesshould be subordinated. From this alio contest*:
openly admitted need for pence which shnnks from great rats and pee'
sinned dangeriso thessabilityofthe trade unions, and the overvaluation of
" the trade union method ofstruggle. its prospects and a,successes.
Luxemburg goeson to show how the ritrman trade union leaders
greatly overstated the gains they had won, an I sought to replace
Marxism with 'a theory which would open up an illimitable vista of
economic progress to the trade union struggle within the capitalist
system.' She also noted how this was accompanied by'a revolution
in (fir relations of le ers and rank and file', so that 'the initiative
and power of malting decisions . . . devolve upon trade union
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and the more passive virtue of discipline upon the
specialists
mass of members,' finally, the trade union leaders began to assert
their politicalindependence ofthe SPD„,from which the unions had
sprung in the first place.*
In Britain, of course, it was the trade unions who set up the
Labour Party, rather than vice versa. But the haste process VMS the
sarnein all the advanced tapitalist countries- the emergence of a
distinctive social layer offull-time officials with interests at variance
with those of the trade-union rant, and file. committed to the
i mprovement of workers' conditions within the limits of capitalist
relations of production. and reluctant to use even the weapons of
the economicclass struggle for fear of disrupting their relations with
the employers,and endangering the stability and resources of their
organizations. The close relationship between this layer and
reiormiat politics was already noted by Lexemburg-and-Michch at
the turn e.if the qineteenth ‘Wittury'f'and ha.' tie...oint even clearer in
the ensiling 75 years,from the alacrity with which European trade
union leaders supported a 'class mice'with the employers during
the First World War,to the decisive role played hy the 'left'on the
TUC General Council, Jack Jones and Hugh Scanlon. in strangling
the wave of raffi -and-file militancy which gripped Britain after the
fall ofthe Heatn governme on February 1974.
It is the existence of this reformist bureaucracy that Oyes rise to
rank-and-flle organizations. The distance of trade-union officials
from their members- their distinctiveinterestsasa layer committed
to the pursuit of class compromise - inevitably brings them into
conflict with the mass of trade unionists,The bureaucrats'betrayals
of specific struggles make the rank and file aware of the conflict of
interests between themselves and their'representatives% and thereforeofthe need forforms oforganization which are more responsive
to their needs and wishes. Moreover, the centralized structure of
trade uffion officialdom,itsisolation from the shopftoor,encourages
the growth of structure. s able to react immediately to the everyday
conflicts in the workplace. Situations where a significant portion of
workers' earnings are fixed by local plant or shop bargaining will
also encourage the emergence of these structures.
Rank-and-file organizations, then, are bodies of workplace
delegates subject to direct election and recall by the workers they
represent. Both their workplace basis, and the direct control of
delegates by the rank and file distinguish thesefonnsoforganization
- from oiLzial trade union structures. The latter are very often
organized on geographical rather than workplace lines, and are in
any case highly centralized; the officials, even where they are
elected, often hold office for life, rank-and-file organizations, on
the other hand, arise directly and spontaneously from the daily
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matte( with the trade union
Woggle on the shopfloor, and often in
in advance.
ciffirials. Usually no-one plans their formation
The be ,t example that we have of rank-and-file organizations'in
shows how they first
Britain are the shop stewards. James Hinton
1892 as agents ofthe District
emergea in the engineering industry in
Committees of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers (ASE),
new members.
doing Sibs like dues collecting and signing on
Howes er,

when the metal workers of Turin turned their version of shop
stewarda. committees, the interns) commissions, from bodies
devoted to defending the privileged status of skilled ctaftsmeninto
committees of factory delegates uniting skilled and unskilled
workers alike that increasingly sought to assert their control over
production.
'Gramsci argued that 'the socialist state exists potentially in the
insfitutioir of social life characteristic of the exploited working
class.' More specifically,

THE RANK& FILE MOVEMENT TO:44.Y

,hopstewOfisdid notconfine themselves to supplying information and
undertaking organkanimal work on behalf of the District Committees.
workshop delegates serving on deputations to their
,
The MM..
recognizedport
employers continued, and the workshop deputation was a
oftie collective bargaining procedures ofthe industry (after theimposition
of national negotiations by the engineering employers] in I898. To an
.increasing extentbefore 1914 the ad hoc workshop deputation cryseuttned
into a shop stewards'committee engaged.in regular negotiations TIta was
especially so where piece mirk was practised since prices; negotiatedjob by
yob, could not be brought under any centalitsd procedure."
The significance of rank-and-file organizatiiiiatlietultimately in
the fact that they can in certain cirevinstant,,s become organs of
workers' power. The Bolsheviks stressed that soviets, workers'
cituncils, develop out of the struggle at the point of production
around partial economic demands. The St Petersburg soviet emerged'
in 1905 out of a strike by typesetters who wanted to be paid for
punctuation marks.'Lenin wrote ofthe soviets after 1917:'The:tansy
apparatus is not anybody'sinvention. It grows out of the proletarian .
class struggle as that struggle becomes more widespread and intense.
That new apparatus of state power. the new type of state power, is
• Soviet fower"."Trotsky made the same point more explicitly:
The soviet appears most often and primarily in connection with strike .
struggles that have the perspective ofrevolutionary development butare in
the given moment /united merely to economic demands soviets tarsi
that broad and flextbk organizationalform that is accessible to the masses
who have just awakened at the very first stage of their revolunemary
upsurge; and wh.ch is capable of uniting the working class in its entirety,•
independent of the size of that section which, in the given phase, has
already matured tome point of understanding the teak0fthe seizure of 2
'
power.
It
. was, however, Grarnsci who saw that rank-and-file organizationscould become organs of workers' power. He did so on the basis of
the experience of Itaiy between 1918 and 1920, the biennio rosso,

. ate internal commis: sions are organs of workers democracy svhich
num befrerdirorn the limita' donsimposed upon them bydwerareprenrun
andinfused with new fifeand energy Today the internalcommissions limit
the power of the capitalist in the factory and perform functions of
art:Marion and discipline Tomorrow, devetimedond enriched. they must
be organs of pronnarian power, replacing.the ',mutual in all his useful
functionsofmanagementand administration.
However,if,asGrarnnzi argued,rank-anti'file organizations may
become organs of workers'power,they are in no sense a necessary
condition ofthe formation of soviets. Rank-and-file organktations,
bodies of workplace delegates operating independently of and in
Conflict with the trade union bureauciacy, are only likely to emerge
in the-bourgeois democracies of advanced capitalism,where a legal
and burcaucratized labour movement exists. In conditions of
illegality. even the economic class :struggle becomes highly
politicized, and trade unions are both much more unstable, and
more responsive to tank-and-file pressures(which is not to say that
tendencies to bureaucratization do not exist even here,asthe recent
experience of the independent trade unions in South Africa
suggests). The Bolsheviks did not have a rank-and-file strategy
because there were no rank-and-file organizationsfor them to relate
to. Instead, they carried ont elementary trade union activity, and
socialist agitation behind such legal fronts as the social insurance
funds.'s
Moreover, even in bourgeois democracies where mass trade
unions controlled byazonservative bureaucracy flourish. it hasonly
been under certain, very specific conditions that revolutionaries
have pursued a rank-and-file strategy. The politics of rank-and-file
organiza!;-ns is usually reformist and sectionalist - inevitably so.
since 1.6zy seek to win material improvements for particular groups
of workers within the framework of capitalism. It is only in periods
ofeconomic and social crisis, when the employers and the state are
forced to attack u ..a organizations, that workers involved iwthem
are led to generalize, and to think in class rather than sectional
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that there emerge runk-ittl44IC
'the general class front, and to link
localities and industries. Such
leil*utionaries, because it is only
organizations the necessary
of both the ruling class and the
.consider these points in detail by looking
at the.firstillsOpiertherde movement, and at the two main attempts
mo:ements fl Britain, bs the
-and-file
rank
to build naticinaF
ommunist Party in the 1920s and the SWP in the 1970s.
$ekrinnielgoMMWers Conutiitire Movente#
ble 1 suggests,the period 1910-21 saw a sharp escalation
mic class struggle in Britain•
Table
Itr shstrikeitatisiies amnial at erago, 1101,
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1933.39
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Already before the First World War, British capitalism, under
severe competitive pressure from such newer industrial powers as
Germany and the United States, underwent considerable rationalization. In industries such as mining and engineering this involved a
formidable offensive against the gains made by the craft unions in
the lafter half of the nineteenth century, which stimulated the
growth of shop stewards' organization. The result was the 'Labour
Unrest' of 191.0-1914. when a series of ferocious struggles involving
miners, dockers. and railwaymen brought rank-and-tile militants
tilt() conflict with the employers, the state apparatus, and the trae
union bureaucracy
Some of those involved in these battles were already members of,
or were drawn towards, the revolutionary left.''1 se main Marxist
organization in Britain. the Social Democratic Fed,„Mon (SDL
regarded trademnion work with contempt, and concern, tied on
making socialist propaganda and standing in elections. Some
militants, therefore, were attracted to the Socialist Labour parry,
.-hich combined a highly sectarian version of the SDFs propagandism with the syndicalist belief that socialism could be attained by
building industrial unions which would assume control of the
.
:conomy. Others, embittered by the treachery of the trade union
leaders, and alienated by the sterility and dogmatism of the
;evolutionary sects, denied the need for political organil.ation and
leadership,and joined the Industrial Syndicalist FA : non League.
hich enjoyed,sonsiderabk support during the prewar 'Labour
I nrele. Politics was thus conceived by prewar Marxists as a set of
ideas existing in abstraction from the daily battle against capitalist
e xploitation. An orientation on the industrial struggle such as that
adopted by the syndicalists was seen as involving a rejection of
1.1olith.s. Above all, there was no attempt to COMICCI the massstrikes
i ,,10-1914, and the rank-and-file organizations they threw up,
with the necessary political struggle to overthrow the capitalist
slate.
This situation began to change only as a result of the First World
War and the October revolution. Although there was a sharp fall in
strikes during the war (see Table I), a number of mayor industrial
centres, most notably Glasgow and Sheffield,saw bitter struggles in
the engineering industry which gave birth to the Shop Stewards'and
Workers' Committee Movement. The leaders of this first national
rank-and-tile movenient were, in the main, revoliMonaries of one
variety or another, men like iT Murphy and Willie Gallagher who
were later to play a leading role in the Communist Party. Their
supporters, however, were mostly skilled. engineering workers
concerned to resist the erosion of class priV11.1egt resulting from the
wartime policies of 'dilution' impoliedlry iiirgovernment with the
•
sig
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support of the trade-union leaders. The largest of the strikes led by
the SS & WCM,those of May 1917, involving 200010 engineering
workers in 48 towns, were a successful attempt to prevent the
extension of dilution to work on private contracts. However, in
early 1918. the attempt by the leaders of the Movement to can a
national anti-war strike collapsed ignominously.
Nevertheless, the wartime shop-stewards movement reptetente,e1
art extremely important step forward in two respects." First: the
,:•:!•.revolutionary stewards developed the theory ofindependent rank.. and-file organization within the unions. Before the war, there had
been two attitudes towards the trade unions by those revolutionaries
, prepared to engage in industrial work. The SLP denounced the
existing unions as bankrupt, and advocated the formation of
revolutionary industrial unions. The revolutionary syndicalist:1,0h
the other hand. believed that the unions were the embryo of
socialist • state. and therefore sought to transform them into
industrial unions The practical realities of building the wartime
tank-and-file movement led
stewards to reject both 'dual
unionism' and 'amalgamatiot • . Instead of seeking either to reform
or replzce the existing uniont, they concentrated , developing,
within the official structure, rank-and-file organizations capable of
fighting independently of the bureaucracy. Their models of
organization were the Workers' Committees created on the Clyde.
in Sheffield and elsewhere to bring together shopfloor
representatives front many different unions and industries.
The revolutionary stewards' attitude to the trade union bureaucracy was succinctly expressed in the Clyde Workers C.r11111111teeS
first leaflet, in November1915:
We will support the officials just so tong as they rightly represent the
workers, but we will act independently immediately they misrepreseM
them. Being composed ofdekgase,sfrom every shop and imormurielled by
obsolete rule oflaw, we claim to represent the true feeling ofthe workers,
We canon immediately according to the meritsofthe case and the desire of
the rank andfik.
The historian of the S8&WCM comments:
Not ihe suppnrssion ofsectionalist and collaborationist trade unionism,
but th establishment ofa situation of 'dual power' between trade-union
officialdom and independently organized militant sections of the ran),
and-file - tna was the essence ofshe wartime practueofthe shop stewards'
movement.

stewards' movement began 10 vet. the Workers' Committees as
embryonic soviets. Their paper argued in February 1919 that 'the
Soviet Government of Russia sprung from Pic Wo-kers' Committees, from the unofficial rank-and-file movement it the Russian
people. The shop stewards are the " first stage in the Soviet
development'.'Theodore Rothstein, one of the first supporters of
the Bolsheviks in Britain. argued tht'we must propaga'.e the idea of
the rank-and-file organizations... because they will prove a fit
instrument of the Revolution,and because they are, in type, much
akin to the Soviets which we are advocating on other grounds.
The Shop Stewardsand Workers'Control Movement represented.
therefore a significant.hrealt Withche propagandist and syndicalist
traditions AA the pie-war revolutionary left, and the beginnings ofa
serioussocialist strategy for work in the trade unions. However,the
break was not fully accomplished As Tonyaiff points out:
October was riot the only victoryfresh,Soviets, but also a vinors for the
Bolshevik Forty. Aka, the Shop Stewards' and Wo,
kers' Committee
Movement, includintlltbesitleaders, did nor grasp the Bolshevik doctrine
ofthe Party. They wereforma imbued with syndkahan, whose ennpluass
was on the spontaneous,economically based orgaisitation ofthe MaMet,
tatheexclusion oftheptldciiroite ofthe kanguaritarganised Ma party .
reo.credal eok of the pally itt generalizing 'mato" struggle. in
aveonting the tinevennats Mikeconsciousnessofthtproktariar, was not
01 411 clearto the shosistoma!?lestiers.1,
Thetammerdth Pally aidthe Naiad Minority Movement
The stewards were not alone in their error. Gramsci, the most
brilffant Marxist to have emerged in these years,also believed that
the workers could take contral of production through factory
councils before overthrowing the capitalist state. It was not only the
defeat of the factory occupations in September 1920 which led
Gruariakto grasp the critical role played by the revolutionary party.
It required the intervention of the Bolsheviks, through the
COMMUnist International,to turn revolutionariesin westem Europe
toWetalt-the construction of mass parties. Thus, Lenin and the
Ctiminterd'were instrumental in bringing together the various fractional:if-the British revolutionary left, and the leaders of the SS &
WCM re form the Communist Party of Great Britain in 1920. The
Bolsheviks' conception of the party was quite different from the
essentially propagandist character of the SDF and the SLP. As the
'
Theses on Tactics' adopted by the Comintern in 1921 put it:
Communist Parties can only develop s struggle. teen the mustiest

Secondly, after the October revolution, the leaders of the shop
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communist parties should not restrict themselves to mere propaganda and
agitation, They mustform the spearhead ofall pr.,:rtarian mass organ,..alions, showing the backward and vacillating masses. by putty's; f.wr ..',2
practical proposals for struggle. by urging on the struggle ,or all the dads
nerds of the proletariat, how the struggle should be waged, and thus
exposing to the masses the treacherous eharastr, r,f all rum-communist
parties
.
h orgartr,
It took several years to transform the CPGB into oriented on struggle. First, the Comintern icadcrshir. :•••,, to W ,
ideological struggle against ultra-left objections to paine.
unions, parliamentary elections, and the I aho..- Past,
breakthrough came with the adoption in October l9L ri its /t ./ •
Report prepared by Patine Dun. Harry Pollit an, Harry Ink oin
ches on,,
.
proposed replacing a structure based on geographical'
executive and with one more suited to intervention oi the
,
s:
involving fact,,y cel!s, (1..36,3 committees, 0
leadership. "i nese changes were closely associate sr i h ,. . . lipt
fin .
strategy of building rank-and-file organizations win.h te;
01 the National Minority Movement (NlvfM',‘. in
Before discussing the CPGB's rank-and-file stra,egy .se ,t take
account of the context in which it was formulated and voile,' 5..1 .itse
• iii
shows, the immediate post-war period saw a sharp 1,,,e ill,
economic class struggle. Both revolutionary and refornii,i
have argued that 1919 was the year in which ,apitaltst power in Britain was
most threatened.' At the beginning of the seat a strike-tor the ao hr,ar
week by engineers on the Clyde sk read to Belfast. Barrow and London.
Soldiers and seamen mutinied and the ponce and railw-aymen went on
strike. Yet the ruling class, under the skilful and ruthless leade mhip of Lloyd
George, was able to weather the storm. By the time the CF was formed tn
1920, the initiative had passed to the employers:
From the end of 1920 the depression threw the trade union nwvertunt as
whole on to the defensive. A briefpost-war boom collapsed sudden4 at the
end of 1920 and official returns showed 17.n per cent of insured work, rs
out of work by the summer of1921. For the remainder of the 1920s the
,figure rarely fell below 10 per cent; while the crisis ofthe early 1930s raise"
the number ofunemployed to dtree million, or 23per cent. Wage rates were
slashed _ though this was to some 15.1C111 offset by falling pPices ... and
working condui
m many Industries were under repeated anaek. In such
curommances, trade union membership took a., almost inevitabk
numbersslippedfrom8.3
in1920 to t. ollu,,itwo years tater, and
bs 1933 renched a low of3.3

The struggles of this period were essentially defrnsive — most
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The
was two-, is 'indos' its orientation on
rank-and-ti
gar' ;itions, and to concentr, instead on the trade
union branch and the trades council. The British Bureau of RILU's
first campaign was around the essentially defensive slogan of'Back
to the Unions', an attempt to counter the collapse of trade union
membership. Similarly, the shop-floor base of the Minority Movement Was comparatively weak, the delegates to its conferences
came primarily from branches, district committees, and basics
councils'rather thaii from workplaces.
It was M this rather unpromising situation that the National
Minority Movement was launched in 1924. It was seen as the
application to Britain of the united-front tactics espoused by the
Third Congress of the Comintern in 1921. The Communist parties,
Lenin and Trotsky argued at this Congress, could (ally win the
support of majority ofthe working class through their involvement
in trade-union struggles around partial economic demands. They
sh Iuld seek united fronts with reformist workers in support of these
demands,with the objective of proving in practice the superiority of
COmmunist to Social-nemodatic politics. As the RILU leader
Lozovsky put it to the Fogstlscomintern Congress in 1922:
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Asfar as Britain Isconcern.*wesee dearly thatit would be disastroaitifthe
. party were content tpfgregifga laforces only within its little pato, nuclei.
a more numerous opposition trade ilMOI1
-.- The aim here mist
•. Movement. Ow aim .1raust be that our communist groups should art a, CR
which the opposition dements .111 conround
point of cryssafitzation
centrate. The aim MILS/ be to create marshal, to integrate the opposuipn
forces, and the Communist Party u will ireifgrow concurrently with the
growth ofthe opposhion.'!
This policy was to be pursued, not primarily by-Seeking unitywith
the left wing of the trade union bureaucracy, but by building-rank.3rd-file organizations-'minority movements'- capable of fighting
II dependently of the officials. 'It would be a suicidal policy'. wrotel
R Campbell in October 1924, 'for the Communist Party and the
Minority Movement to place too much reliance on what we have
galled the official left wing the revolutionary workers must never
forget that their main activity must be devoted to capturing the
masses."° With that in view, the inaugural conference of the NMM
in August of that year adopted as one of its aims the ronstruction of
Factory and Workshop Committees along the lines of the wartime
shop stewards' movement. This strategy did not involve a reversion
to prewar syndicalism. On the contrary, the Sixth Congress of the
CPGB(May 1924)insisted on the increasingly political character u.
the economic class struggle:'In the actual fight to achieve their
immediate demands the workers will be brought up against the
whole organised power of Capitalism. Therefore,..,the opposition
movements can only go forward under the leadership of a powerful
Communist Party.''
Histor;ans of the early Communist Party of both Marxist and
bourgeois persuasions have argued that once the climax of 1919 had
been passed this sort of rank-and-file strategy, whore objective was
the creation of a mass revolutionary party. was simply utopian.
given the mass unemployMent of the 1920s and the consequent
collapse of shopftoor organization and union membership." This
argument ignores the revival of working-class combativity which
began in 1924 with the miners' success in winning a ten ner cent
wage increase. Economic ICOZWery its 1923.24 and the onnsequato
fall in unemployment gave wtsrkers reale, ranfidatee to
cwl.. s.rnitirinr
the employers. That the outcome re rt.e
between capital and labour in Britain still-lay open in the mid- 428s
IS shown by both 'Red Friday'in July 1925, when the government
and the mineowners withdrew their attempt to cut miners' wages in
the face of a threatened general strike, and by the degree of rankand-file solidarity shown when the General Strike actually came in
May 1926. Everything was still to play for that May - the British
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labour movementhad not yet beendecisivelytlefeeted.
This change in mood was refiectedby the emergence on the TUC
General Council of an articulate, and verbally very militant left
wing - notably Alonzo Swales, A A Purcell. and George Hicks whose revolutionary rhetoric dominated the Trade Union Congresses of 1924 and 1925. The influence of the hiMlvf pew rapidly
during tins period. especially in engineering and mining. 271
organizations were tepresented at its first confer, noe in August
1924.443 a year later,ancla peak of547in March 1o2tt. The number
of trade unionists these delegates claimed to represent rose from
200,0tX1 in 1924 to nearly a tniVion in 192n. The left-wingmoodzand
Communist influence, led to the participation by the TUC in an
Anglo-Russian Trade Union Committee set op in the spring of
1925. 1'heNtv04 sought, as Lozovsky had argued,to crystallize the
trade-unktaleft around an action programa:motconcrete demands,
notably a fa minimum wage and a4 hour week. As it became clear
that a confrontation between the employers, intent on rationalization and wage-cuts in order to restore the competitiveness of
British capitalism and fully backed by the state, and the trade
unions was inevitable, the NMM advocated an Industrial Alliance
embracing the miners,engineers,railwaymenandtransport workers
opt.rating at NOtheofficialand the tank-and-file levet In line with
this strategy, the CPGB called a Series of Unity of Action Conferences whose aim was to.set up local Councils of Action that
would coordinate nerivity in the event of a General Strike.
This is not the plavx to examine yet again the reasons why the
General Strike was defeated nor whether's revolutionary situation
existed in May.1926." What is clear is that the CPGB and the NMM
played a comparatively minor role in thestrike,despite the tremendous work done by Communistsin the local Coen& of Action that
were set up. One factor contributing to this failure was the tendency
for the CP.especially after Red Friday,to place theirtrust la thelett
of the General Council. Thus 3 T Murphy, two days before the
General Strike. described Swaim&03as'good trade union leaders
who have sufficient character to stand firm on the demands of the
miners.'" Tv.o weeks later these'good bade union leaders'sold ;sic
miners down the river as readily asErnest Sevin,J Fl Thomasor any
ot the other right-wing members of the TI
=snip. Th1-..
;... re, •
-••• • •••••;•. Ake
, wttres,sed in Murphy's
independently of the official leadership,'We mould avoid rivalry
and recognize the General Council as the General Staff directing
the unions in the struggle.'" This line,quite inconsistent with the
strategy which led to the formation of the NMM in the first place,
made it very difficult fur the CPGB to take an independent stance
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sources of this confused approach
deal and political inadequacies of thti bath is
attitude taken by Stalin,Zino Y e
the
'Pattyintelt•
and the other leaders ofiAld Comintern, who were reluctant to
antagonize their allies Olathe Anglo-Russian Trade Union Corn
Pince, and therefore didannbing to correct the CPGB's errors
:1 Whatever the causes ofthe 1926 defeat.its effect was catastrophic
on both the labur movement and the Communist Party. The NM M
found itself inreasingly isolated, and forced on to the defensii..e .
'
deserted by its erstwhile friends on the trade union left, and
denounced as a Communist front. This situation proved fertile
ground for the ultra-left line imposed by Moscow in 1927-29. with
the entry of the Comintern into its 'third period'. Reformists were
now denounced as `social-fascists' with whom no truck could he
had, and Communists were instructed to build new revolutionary
trade -unions As a result, the NMM, as a broad rank-and-fili
movement operating within the existing unions was effectis el)
liquidated. Thereaftei, the CPGB never again sought to build such
a national rank-and-file movement. The adoption of a Popi,datFront strategy in the mid-1930 led the CP to seek alliances with tiii •
left wing of Me bureaucracy, not to organize independently Of .1
he SWP and

the Natini--al Rank-and-Ilk Movement

File 1930s Saw a shift in the pattern of the economic class strup
which was to prevail until the late 1960s. As Table 1 shows. t he
number of strikes rose to historically very high levels. However, thc
numbe of workers involved in an 'average strike` in the 19605 was
600, le:,s than half that in the 1920s, and the length of strikes frit
sharply from several weeks before the 1930s to less than a week
thereafter." These changes reflected the emergence of strong shop
stewarcs' organizations able to use relatively infoimai plant bargaining procedures to push up real wages. The new rank-and-file
organizi lions began to develop in the 1930s, in some of those new
industries such as vehicles, electrical engineering chemicals, and
artificial fibres whose growth during the inter-war period reflected a
reorganization of British capitalism away from such old staple
industries as Caat and textiles.'' But it was full employment.
achieved in the early 1940s and only seriously threatened aganfl in
the late 1960s, which gave workers the bargaining power in which
shop stewards organizations grew and flourished. By the early 1971ls
there were 200,000 shop stewards, a third of them in engineering."
This concentration in engineering reflected workers' ability in this
sector to exploit the conditions offull employineat and win a steady,
rise in their living standards. These were the years of wage drift,
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w hen national agreements between the employers and the union
leaders merely fixed a minimum,which was then topped up by plant
bargaining around piece-rates, bonuses, etc. Settle/aunts by
particularly strong groups would then net a benchmark for the
i ncreases sought by other workers inside and outside the industry
he shift of power from the trade union bureaucracy to the
,hopfloor was reflemd in the fact that titrist strikes were unofficial
A ttendance at union branch meetings was k.w. hut workplace
,
rganization enjoyed a high degree of rank-and-file participation
a Mil support

T he attempts is the giivernment and employers to break, or at
e r r to control the shop stewards led in the late 1960s and early
,I71 is to the biggest class cot& .,ntations for half a century Under
increasing pressure from foreign competitors. British capitalism ni
longer had the TOM to manoeuvre which would permit further
mercascs in real wages, instead, living standards had to be forced
d,,wn if The decline in the rate of profit was to be halted. The
succession if crises which afflicted the world economy from the late
i 960s onys ands reduced the scope for concessions even further.'
t he first assault on shopfloor organization came under the Labour
.gexernment of 1964-70, which imposed wage controls, sought
n su cccssful y to pass legislation aimed at'unconstitutional'strikes,
d promoted large scale industrial rationalization involving a series
company mergers and productivity deals. However, Labour's
liconies policy evemually succumbed to a wave of public-sector
dlikes in 1969-70, and it war,, left to Edward Heath's Conservative
administration to resume the offensive. The Heath government's
i ndustrial Relations Act and its succession of incomes policies
provoked the largest and most political strikes since 1926. A series
of stoppages, most of them national and of/feral, tore Heath's
policies to shreds, till the miners delivered the coup de grace in
February 1974.
One labour hi:dorian. not noted for his revolutionary enthusiasms,
called thestruggles under Heath 'the most extraordinary triumph of
trade unionism in its long conflict with government
The labor,, Unrest of1970 17".7 naifrir :plop,' mass:se uhj;Itoernparabi:,
sth.cesiut than its predecessor il 1910-1914 81sliwns of ss arisen
0,et.ume involved in campaigns ofeiyil disobedience arising outofresistance
to the Government's Industrial Relations Act and, to a lesser extent, nt
lioustng Finance Act. Over 200 occupations offactories, offices, xoek,
shops and shipyards occurred between 1972 and 1974 alone and many of'
them attained some oral!oftheir obiectives. Strikes in the public sertlres
became morefrequent and prolonged. Some ofthem began to exhtbu
ominous concern with the conditions ofdistribution as wellas produchort
t rue

•
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(Thus, some :health service employees refused to s twins prrk deo,
private patients in pubk hospitals.) But it was the c,al 111011,,
their victories in the two Februaries of 1572 ant' 15'1 who gate so
h
Labour Unrest a structure, afloat roundness and ,ompletenets
Contribution of 1512 had faded us supply :to the gar/ter expel-ten,
iso
sdcks
:landed
thee blew the Government 'off course'. then the)
It inning
;first, they compelled the Prime Minister to receive their s
Street -• which hr had onion he wodd nest, di, and ,sneed hint s
Concede more in 24 hours than had been ;Otti eded m ith as: 24 years
ntre•• day week Then two rears later their .strilos led him to torn t•htec
novel V.:,
OM ofgovernment Its catastrophe rnr ;ch. ). t•, ;sits rewarded
Election
with defeat at the General
Nothing like this had ever been heard I before'.

It MIS in this, apparently very fie ourablc climate ;hat the Inter,
national Socialists(as the SW w as, then know n Lime tel a strategy
of budding a national rank-and-file mosement Alre.ids it 1961,
Tony Cliff and Cohn Barker described the shop stewards .is .the
potential builders of the mightiest socialist movement ye; itsthe
history of Britain'"This prognosis rested on a careful ,inairsis of
the strengths and weaknesses. Cliff and Barker rioted, f.n- example.
that the shop stewards' organizations are largely restricted last the
narrow horizon of economic. trade union demands. nes, art laigaii
speaking. apathetic'"However,the shopstewards" retormism w
very differens from the traditional 'reformism from abesc. sif
Labour Party, which told workers to rely on their NUN and MIT,“,
leaders to achieve change. Labour's decline electorally and a. a
mass membership organization, and the class collaboration oi th.
trade union bureaucracy were counterweighed by worker,, abilits
in conditions of full employment, to wrest improvements in their
living standards through their workplace organizations.'Ibis 'd..-.1
yourself reformism'opened up:' . the possibility ofthe rebirth i t
a revolutionary working-class movement. For wherever workers
are fighting for themselves, fighting for better wages, fighting it
defence of their shop stewards and fighting for their tight to control
the conditions of their work, wherever they are doing things To,
themselves and not leaving it to their leaders, they are growing in
self-confidence and growing in their ability to run things 1,.
themselves
For this possibility to be realized, the shop stewards would base
to overcome their other main weakness,the fragnientation of work
place organization. The fact that workers were able to win gains in
small groups — in an individual shop or factory — meant that these
victories were not seen as ones for the class as a whole, and that
solidarity between different.sections of workers was weak. This

helped to eXpi Ain ha ...sample. the strength et iaeism among
w et keis"Ylpwcsmt CMS ;lid Barker arguett. the etteet et Pus
re a,11-10) ISC to tore,
C111[71,,,C!", (Ott
' trio ttigethet their struggles.
gene T.:1,R..
This ob.*, sis coO 1114 /jdil.
the events of .l sj".)-'
Mt lot ti est
&titles I'. lams and ti, iset ing
Tic, ...hewed !ha:
sOlidarto, was not I hine tit the pass ler liritisit werkersiset a le, ing
realits,
anettiew less- it
was thai the traditions m
fragns,nred worki-ihist organir:ition s", as no longs:I appropriate t. .
ondtii tis Ill t:Ci)raSIIIIC crisis Milt ruling class assaults on
uniohisin ,hIl
titiveloprnesai, raise in,
struggle ,.nd shlW
,1. 4!lii,ciois wrote sVIllied, NAC.1a,(!1.
industi .al organii,r,
iseginning
,t,iding. but if work..
cannot soh, miter telt upon diet: til t. I
tOMIS sits_eels
thev eann''' rels ni,son ;to: stia.oi national lis.,ilerships of the. .....,es
crither." The s
01 tne
and right, were .;):f2....sed by Cliff in the,

both left

The union Pm.; autsraes is both ref .: sw •••
• •...: ;
WSW its
•chtrinv but
rain:atom's impotent and wretched postuori.
Mars to settle accounts in real earnest with the suite
'•
-clams
vagrant reforms but evert withdraws those already gr
.;s• susofears
The anion
the..r.4nk.esd5fik mruggle which alone can delivet
&mammasare afraul oflosing their own pnvileges vis-awns the rink-and;
file. Themfear ofthe mass struggle is much greater dual then•abhorrence : 4
Stith' control of the unions It all demose moprentsMg union buirla is r. h
.is bound tattde kith the sum . but in the meantime it vacillates.'

Hence there 37,,,,t! lit, lii ,iii hit a national rank-and-file mese
ment grouping SOgethr I W11:1! Na'41{MIt
the substantial and
whieh
apable
mg the lead it
i t the lass
s
points. '' 1 ine,entent which
ositiiii take t ht. it,111,11.1,e
I
q,t tic Pack-in-mai iitiMaais
base its sank and-lik sit ategi, in the Lihistra,..s
need fot S1.101 .1 movement rhere were twit
pre
tOi the lb intiatise 'lite first was the reit. ,if the Communist Parti,
I he ( P's relationship ti shop stewards organization Nil an
ambivalent one, On the elle hand. niam leading stewards were
part„ members, and the I T .sod its Broad left caucuses in mans
unions and localities :icted as 5 netwefk linking together the beet
militants. On the other hand, the Party neset pursued a serious
rank -and-h It strategi after 1925 liii period of its most rapid
growth was during the Seem! W..rld War basking in the reflected
glory of the Red Arn't.,, at a time whew the CP's industrial policy
was one of support for the war effort I-hereafter. in line with the
Erowinff militant
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.ntlaraliat British Road to Socialism,Communist strategf, was one 01
winning Official positions in the unions in co-operation with len
wing members of the Labour Party." In the early 1970s the (1'
found itself virtually paralysed by the increasingly glaring contra.
dictions between the trade union bureaucracy and the rank-and-lift,
which ran through its own ranks. Thus,while its industrial front. the
Liaison Committee for the Defence of Trade Unions fl,Clitt., leil
:• two large unofficial stoppages against the Wilson government,,
. - anti-union proposals in 1969, followed by two others in 1970.7i.
made no effort to link together rank-and-file militants during the
much greater struggle waich followed.
A second factor in the decision by IS to launch a national ranks
and-file movement was its own implantation in the workpla,es.
Between 1971 and 1974 IS was tansformed from being a predominantly student to a predominantly working-classorganization.
Crucial in this process was the decision by the IS conference of slay
. 19'73 to build factory branches. By the next conference. In :September 1974, IS had nearly 4,000 members and some forty taelon
branches. At the same time, IS members in various industrie,
unions had launched rank-and-file papers whose aim was to
around them militants who did not fully share their ideas but who
were prepared to work with them around concrete issues ,fich
higher wages. As Table 2shows, these papers had by 1973 ae hie veii
a small, but nonetheless significant circulation. These developments are worth stressing for two reasons. First, just as in the 1''is.
the transformation of the CPGB into an organization based kir
factory cells was part of the same strategy as the launching of rile
Minority Movement, so IS's success in setting up workplace
branches was closely linked to its attempt to build up a national
rank-and-file movement. The basis of both party and movement
was tote in strong workplace organization."
Secondly,the successofindividual rartk-and-file papers was bound
up with the existence or appearance of rank-and-file organizations
in the industries within they worked. Carworker, for example,
oriented on the strong shopflonromanizations built up in the motor
industry during.the-boorn years of the 1950s and 1960s. Hospital
Worker,on the other hand.Illourithed at a'time when a previously
. weak sector was experiencing a rapid growth in union membership.
accompanied by the creation of shop stewards' organization where
none had existed before.
In the light of the LCDTU's paralysis and its own growing workplace base, IS Zook the first step towards building a national rank-and-file Movement by calling a delegate conference to discuss the
.1',Wittapects of such a movement on 10 March 1974. 500 delegates
1.00*.seciting 270 trade-union addict attended, and set up the
.
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,
.41;,r, stewards':051;111tIl.t:'
MIC
P attempts at a wifi n-hunt. \ new alheit small moven:ern
dt
,
'lad •VeTIII'd. been Nirn
0111C(`
shall argue in the next secnon that the NRFM was still
'
I
cit it
Mild hi; as 'a.
.,risidcr come ot the oh iections made
he !S strategs ;1?
others on the left The crudest
, otiersm. anti one Pia
not il‘erSt.. to putting around, +a as
t hat the strategy was nit-union' The falsity of this claim can he
seen by this passage front a resolution adopted by the first fsRFM
"
inference: 'This 7 onference i l dub delegated representative, ot
official trade-union bodies declares that its aim is not to split the
official movement in any way, but to strengthen it in this period of
acute crisis for the movement;". Like the shop stewards' movement during the First WOrld War and the Minority Movement in the
1920s, the NRFM sought not to split the unions, but to bring
together rank-and-file organizations operating within the official
structures. Its attitude to the trade union bureaucracy was the same
as the Clyde Workers Committee:'We will support the officials just
so long as they rightly represent the workers, but we will act
independently immediately they misrepresent them:

•

•

•
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, A more sophisticated 'criticism made by the CP was that the
rank-and-file strategy' was based on a "sociological' analysis of the
trade-union Movement, which failed to grasp that the fundamental
division was not that between rank and file and bureaucracy, but
that between left and right ".The perjorative adjective 'sociological*
presumably related to IS's attc"mt to account for the generally
reformist and treacherous main-hat of the trade-union leaders in
terms of their common material ,nterests as a specific social layer.If
explaining ideological as polity:al conduct by its material roots is
an error, it is one we*, quit, happy to share with Marx. it is
perhaps signi6cants1 .thC most coherent attempt to developtbis
ernbc; of the CP's Euroconununistright
criticism was made.
ndenry is to detach ideology and entities
wing, whose ge
lotions of production. The underlytni,muvot
from the forces
the trade-union buresucracy, despite iO. internal divisiohs, has been
shown on numerous 'cessions,but hree examples will do:the TUC
General Council's b tray al of the miners in May 1926, the decisive
role played by their trade union lefts JonesandScanlon in intentness
the Social Contract on the unions in the summer of 1975, andshe
effective sabotage,ofthe 1980 steel strike both by right wingerslike
Frank Chapple-of the F...OPU and left wingers like Moss Evans of
the TGWU.
- A criticism ofessentiagysimilar character wasoistie ofthe SWP's
'rank-and-Minn'by thoktiatipposedly to the 1:30VO4.The NRFM
represented. it was Manned, an ultra-left strategy of building an
'united front from below -, by passing rather than seeking to unite
with the left wing ofthe trace-union bureaucracy. Comparisons were
made with the Crs that: period policy of building separate 'red`
trade unions. It is very difficult to take this argument seriously. The
rank-and-file strategy was intended precisely ass way of achieving
unity in action with militants who were not prepared to accept IS's
revolutionary programme. but who would fight .around specific
trade-union questions, Nagliati wrote in support of the NRFM.
The beginiwigs qatack a defensive o.-ganization exist in the various
industry. anion and locality. Some ofthese
networks of
nulisants hold akidikiejelkes are on the 1410!the Labour.Pam,a few
bind them together is a programme for
can
What
revolusionariei.
are
fighting around certain minimal. demands _ against wage freeze and
incomes policy,ft an end to the Industrial Relations Act and laws againss
picketing. for denunrarizadon ofthe unions,forfighting policy on wages.
In this lies he'aeons&for the tank-and-fik
In line si ith this p?roach 1S/SWP sought
officials. 7he initi..t• .'e of the NRFOC and

oo with left
t to Work
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Campaign were invariably take/Faith the support ofThRiuniteMPS.
and innumerable approadtes were made to the Communist Patty
and the LOf-rtI for jointaction. only to be spurned,Duncan Hellas
summed up the SWP's attitude: We are for unity in action with all
those in the working-class movement who are wilting to fight, even
when the agreement about objectives is only partial and temporary.
This includes, of course unity' with whatever sections of the 'official
leaderships' can be induced (ti collaborate in particular actions.
Contrary to the CF claim, we are not ultra-lefts . However to
co-operate With left-wing union leaders- and indeed with right-wine
ones where possible-for particular ends is by no means the same as
relying millet:I. Stillless is it the same as bOeiniw. that'progressive
.-and-file activity
officials" can everbe a-substitute fororgattiaed
The pursuits of united fronti in the absence of rank-and-file
'
organizations able to act independently of the bureaucracy could
only lead too policy oftailing left reformism. 1926 had shown that.
One final criticism of the NRFM.which was raised even inside IS.
wasthat it was only an IS front. The reply was that while a n k-a ndfile organization does not need revolutionaries to build it. A national
ntovement is likely to come about only as the result of their
initiative As Nagliatiput it, in most past nink-and-file movements
revolutionary socialists have had to play the major pan of carrying.
the burden of organizingthe movement,'Mr Meson is simple enough.
Any organizing tin a nationalscale demandstheson of highlevel of
personal commitment that usually comes from'a thorough-going
socialist standpoint. Non-tevolutiotiaries may support the movement and welcome its activities, but the responsmility for initiating
those activities usually ends up with committed revolutionaries'".
Moreover. the IS leadership argued. rank-and-file organizations
could never be general political and ideological alignments of
capitalist society - they were never 'above' politics. To believe
otherwise ivoWd be to fall into syndicalist illusions. As we have
seen, the peditieS of shop stewards organisation tended to be
sectionalist sal reformist. National rank-and-file movements were
subject toconnant pressure to attach themselves to the trade union
left - the fate of the NIVIM in 1926, for example. Political
independence from the trade-union bureaucracy, and, a Fortiori.
the ruling class, more than from democratic internal structures. It
could only be obtained under revolutionary leadership. Therefore.
While the NFRM;to achieve its purpose, should be committed to a
non-revolutionary programme of partial demands, and should be
organizationally independent of IS, it could only flourish while led
by revolutionaries.
Underlying most of the objections to the rank-andfil&strategy
was a basic propagandism, which conceived the transformation of
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'Witter of spmading socialist
•
ideas.Such a view wasinvolved,for esainple,in the frequent claims
that IS's.approach was 'economistic', since it related to workers'
existing predominantly trade-union consciousness, failing to chal, lenge the reactionary and reformist ideas it contained. The most
sophisticated version ofthis argument was made recently by Richard
Hyman in the pages of this journal, who asked: is there not a
material eonrection between sectionalism, reformism and the practice of(even militant)trade-union representation and bargaining?'"
The answer is that indeed there is such a connection, as I have
,.sought to argue in the opening section of this article. IS was perfectly
aware of the sectionalism and reformism of shop stewards organ •
izations- the quotations by Cliff and Barker's 1966 pamphlet abose
make this amply plain. The real question is how one begins to break
down this sectionalism and reformism. It has always been one of the
Marxist traditions' most basic propositions that consciousness is
changed. not by preaching the socialist programme. but through
workers' involvement in struggle ". In Britain at any rate the main
framework through which workers have organized against their
exploitation as been the trade unions, and within them shopfloor
organization. Any strategy that does not start from this fact is
doomed to failure. The British revolutionary left has been
bedevilled throughout its existence by a propensity to denounce the
trade unions as reactionary, and to take up preaching instead. The
Shop Stewards' and Workers' Committee Movement and then the
Minority Movemem represented a rejection of this sterile
propagandism, and an orientation instead on the struggles through
which workers can be opened up to socialist ideas. The ISYSWP
tradition has sought, correctly, to continue this approach. Those
who have criticized its 'econornism' have yet to come up with a
serious alternative,
Thefailure ofthe NMI(

.

, The N RFtvi's first yeazOtexisteneit,
success, with two delegAte conf
sapport, Writing after the
r, reamed the*
..00-.
Nagliati's successor as l iasduvtrtaØ
egy: 'Our main priority over the coming year (19'75) must be 10
nourish the various fragile roots of tank-and-file organisation while
erecting between and over them the patchwork umbrella ofa national
movement... After that, the N 12.FM vanished from sight. The
reasons for this abrupt collapse lay not in any sudden change of line
*Witof the IS leadership, but in the objective situation The
stzategy was adopted as a means of relating to the
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wave of militancy generated by Heath's attack on worker's organizations and living standard!. But even before the first Rank-andFile Conference met in March 1974,the Tory government had been
tipped out of office by the miners,and replaced by Harold Wilson's
third administration. Although Heath's fall gave rise to an upsurge
if wage-strugglee, culminating in a wave of unofficial strikes which
virtualy paralysed Scotland in the winter of 1974-5. Labour's victory
had taken the political edge off industrial militancy. The Wilson
government first acquiesced in the pay explosion rendered inevitable
iv the collapse of Heath's income policy, and then, with the
support
of Jones,Scanlon and the rest ofthe trade union left. imposed wage
controls which were to survive in some form until the wintet of
discontent of 197S-9. and which brought about the biggest fall in
real wages for over a century. In the wake of the Social Contract,
industrial militancy cillapsed - the number of working-days lost
d ue to strikes in 1970, was the lowest since the 1950s. At the same
tine, the world rece,sion caused unemployment to soar, climbing
above 1 .5 million in 1977.
-11..s was not the ens tronment in which the NRPY1 could flourish.
The N RFD('found itself at the beginning of 197 'isolated and left
t he shelf' the SWP Central Committee acknow!.:dged some two
ye;!rs later: 'In an attempt to keep the Organizing Committee's
presence felt various initiatives were taken: Chile solidarity work, a
series of health and safety schools. Small positive results were
obtained, but the central-oaks - organizing solidarity, developing
real rank-and-file networks could not be carried out" The new,
and unfavourable sithatien led to a reassessment of IS strategy in
the course of 1975. Previously it had been believed that the Labour
government would enjoy a brief'honeymoon' with workers, after
which the pattern ofconfrontation would be resumed. As it became
clear that this prediction was falsz, it was acknowledged that we had
'telescoped the perspective'. Workers'loyalties to Labour had proved
more enduring than had previously anticipated, and it would take
longer than expected for them to wear down. In the meantime. IS
should 'steer left', avoiding the pressures to move right generated
by Scanlon and tortes' support for Labour's wage-controls. and
offering a focus for the militant minorities who were willing to fight.
The vacuum left by the NRFM was filled by the National Right to
Work Campaign(RTWC),launched by the NRFOC as the end of
1975; which soon established IS/SWP as the only force on the left
willing to organize against unemployment.To quote from the Central
committee document already cited:
That campaign was a success and greatly added to our credibility in the
movement. But the child swallowed the parent. The NRFOC disappeared _
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,i,opp,ti
the
rank-and-filr
in to the RTWC. It 14,2i e:ot that ,e had
.04;',+oixoir argued it WAS
reesp.ttlive' in various'woo;
the p,-exvire f.Pf circurn5iaN,'t, the 'YRI:()t
which /ed is th..
genmil approach adopted hy iSi in Ian
emergcm.e of the Right to Work t, lanipmen w 555555' 1 5114 irr
it to.'idira,lett' Vi tide the ie ,d the tar lett
de pot.
were pulled to the right by then orientation ov the l .,.bout Part
tstvity that
,ind while many children of lltuf-1 ,ollapscd into the
w as to toake them 'Si' receptive to He.,ond the f mcmen..,v few year,
stan,:.:
which led
Liter. IS maintained an independent i5'5,1011551.0 4
10 it rapid increase in mernl...'istnis ,ind nithience fl 1976.7
NIIred Wal; a
However, the analvsn on which this ,Jpproach
was merely
short-term one according to a tnch the Soetal
which begav the late ISaills
.in interlude in the class
ind escalated so dramatically intact t Ic.,th What I his analysis did
long-tegna
:he exist VFW,' ;II a 11114IIIN:1
take into ac....nint
to unocounic the strong workplace
effect w
I CTItilendeS
,,rganizatum built ap dm-mg t hi' long bo, m. do not oh I,. l.,pedd
n it? much time on a theme which has t a explored in IllOCLIdetailin
proccss must he
lournar • hut CM"
noted.
de‘ciopments
'set the past 15
In the last place. IltirlINIF
!
.:' shop sicwarcis organization.
years have succeeded a; w C en,7,
especiallY m those industries -- engineering, shipyards, nUniiig..
dock,. and cell ides --- where it had been sarongest.'rhe wirlesprea,:
national or plant agreements based , •,;
repthceine,, ,,! pie.ccwork
measured kia,4 work has taken awas the steward's mos,.
s; r•re..•
rinsu tunction, thin at negotiating the rate for the job A; the
?Me 1.:071,enors and tienisti• steward, has
fillaillec
nine ,
Olt of
iiicreased i•apidb . until by the late ;971K there were. over
t hem, ewo or three times the number of full-time officials The effect
has been to emead the trade-union bureauerac;.. down into the
work place . creating within shopfloor organisation a laser at stewards
as sated from int; workers they represent. Secondly, Jones and
'
,canton's betrayals represented the collapse of the strategy of
el eating Broad Left alliances to win control of the official machine
i n which most politically conscious militants had placed their hopes
i n the 19fgh and early 1970s. The rightward drift of the Commun
PiLl?, and the act.nmpanying erosion of its working-class base.
, 1.•priet'd these militants of the main coganizatimial framework the'
:re„
. /ad pt•evitius1;. possessed. Finally, the shop stewards' politics1.,
it best, militant reformistn. The acute economic crisis of the 1971b
me anti hat this would no longer do;screwing materialimprovements
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more often. defending those gains already
nd, m,l-c:asingty meant being prepared to challenge the system
politically Workers'interests now clashed with many of the notions
,hev had hitherto accepted , for example, that their own prosperity
depended on the existence tOr profits: in the absence of a coherent
credible alternative, they usually went along with the pit's ding
ideology
This thte,..told CM:'. In the labour movement - ot organisation,
leadership a.id ideology - has led to a marked shift it the halannetif
forces in the ruling class's favour since i974 These tendencies were
attend v evident before the Tory election VIMITV of May 1979 —
indeed thes help to explain it, but the ("INC in the level ot uneMployment to three million. and the impreced,med punishment
suffered by manufacturing industry has made t In oo‘ce, evident
tor all to Si''. IS'SVi P. howeu.c r. failed to take serious note of these
changes in the tour sears following Heath's deleat in February
197-C-. even though the erosion of shop stewards' organisation.
especially in the car industry, led to ,he collapse at most of the
factory branches so painfully built up under Heath. The effect of
t his failure was, when membership began to pick up in 1476.
- to
4a0 Ili a serious error of analysts% namely the prediction that
Lahoio's hold was weakening among significant number, of
workers, who would now begin to look leftw:ards. This belief led the
SWP Ins OS' was renamed at the end of 197f0 to stand a number of
candidates in parliamentary by-elections, with derisory results.
Store relevant from the point of VieW of this article was the deciSiOn
to relaunch the N.R.FM, which took the SWP dangerously close to
'he ultra-leftism ;hid suhsniutionism
4i^ 5- :mod of this hit we was the take dawn of 1977, when it
,,red that workers were about ro shake off the straitjaCket
Itied on them by the Social Coi.tract' 'the ,;.‘rp fall in real
ovei the previous two years triviterd a rank ,:nd-file rebelf,,n
;eau,'
;estraint which led a
si tter of imp, a rant unofficial
lit tooltoom wort,:e I lead- row en.,n,eer...., ant Port
albot
—alsed the T69,I conference to
,k1S Jaki:
;Mk: ihri ,o 'at ;Pie
MOT it Once again it
w as Inc Lads union Iett
• t ltat t, it
ice to
the raii,erneni whii
lblilt' (ft leadoiship's
Litton, to ctusi, the reNcili
pak restraint I hit were Logi:in
suck
ful.ilhe dam did
iireak sri r i/77. In partii ular. traditionails
:million si :11011a !,,Id 'a,,, !noses Ii', tn alliout inke
at 1
.ghridge
Iltlfe the revolt
the dockers
N icked aWly front a 11/flit/nal sirs' •. nd the NUM leadership
succeeded in imposing a pit incentive scheme thiowriout by national
A llot. The winter ot 1977-x saw the'
,mei and protracted firemens'
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jth the ft* support
strike. crushed by the Callaghan go,
ot the TI. General Conneil
The explo-,on of early 1077 led the 5A I s i Is sinn to befieve
t hdt th tide .tad finally !,1111Cii After the I cc I.OISI I I: .1 111,W and
P,,rt 1 athos strikes then declared that
,,,Mpiretreent,i,nsug tiltrae.lintt an

,

an- 0055515

g nus t,,,-

the C1,140;511,, e, Jr: srhss hist.

10 tars (crass-dc

re-Ms Worilr,,,4; Iht

alleawl dee re-

hit 4 .,

,,,111,0515i Ran), ;101
Is:. !fl!1"7.:",
most important practical pio,sosal flow ing
ads
national delegate coati:link,. atil ci Olg.t111/t-ii
pulling
logr they
'
Sias ember aimed at relaun, ng the NFU (.1t and
110,
a',41
between
place
is S05i5t5 sit the disputes which take
B!. then it was hoped thisthe pa v explosion,
tall spate As No‘ernber got :loser, and the explosion 0,0 not
--naterralize. the temptation 6,1 the part:, to .ubsittutt its, It 1,1 a
m-existent rank-and-tile moseineni became greater ;bus n was
argued at the August 15i77 meeting ,,t the SAk l' National Advisory
,n-nmittee that the conference 05515 Id aCt a,she launching ttads for
a New '1 ear '„)ffensive' against the emplos crs The turnout at the
onterenc,„ held on 26 November in Maii,iicstei, was perfectly
; especial-qt.- 522 delegates from 251 trade union bodies. slur,int,
s c SAVP's fat from negligible industrial influence Vet is was 511 I i,
i s, translate this influence into action The substitutionist teridem
.ilready noted reached their height at the c mference, leading 51%
si ll fora day tit action in solidarity with the firemen on 7 December
!his attempt to assume the role played by the LCD[U in the late
l strios and early 1970% had a humiliating Outcome - the strike call
had sirtually no support. The rank-and-file strategy was, however.
pursued ir the duration af the fireman's soike. A daily Rank-ando an strike bulletin was produced and distributed at the cost
eno,-nous effort by the party centre, branches and districts, and
unsuccessful attempts were made to build local fireman's support
=matinees which could act as the ruclei of permanent rank-and!Ile committees.
The attempt to build the NUM in defiance of a reality whose
hostility was becoming more and more obvious was merely one
to grip the SWP in the
example of the triumphalism which
point after the party's
course of 1977, and which reached its
through Lewisham
highly successful role in stopping a 1.4
brought people
in August The failure of the rank-a
c
clear that OW
down earth with a thud.TOsown
Mal •:I
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deseliipments which 1 have already alluded to ribose all, the
decline of work olace organization in previously strong industrieswere hasing significant, long term effects on the class struggle in
Britain Pie zesult was a lengthy, And often bitterly contested
reappraisal of the MVP's political perspectives. involving diseussion
of iSSUeSothe• than the state of the labour atonement in Britain - for
eNample. sexual and :acial oppression Much of this discussion has
taken place in the pages of this journal, and I shall say no more ot
them here Howevet. the debates on these questions have meant
that the question of the rank-and4ile strategy have come to be
sho%ed to one side lot pracztce it was abandoned. but his MOVe was
rarely explicitly acknowledgesi. and the logical conclusions hase yei
Ilk be drawn front it It is to these questions to cc Itch I v..ish to turn in
my clincluthuaBoctson
kank-andide organisation today
•
l et twfirst be clear as to why -the attempt to build the NRFM failed
It Was an attempt to gist: a class-viz.!,
--?•,,-;cove and a national
structure and leadership to tank-arid nie sc,inizations vhich had
been built up gradually betweeathe I Os S scsi thc I,tt ,nd w h,ch
were now coming into increasing
;if the cn,i,loyc..7G the
,.!
trade union bureaucracy and ths
w‘wici
come,so it was argued. an increeaii,.: 5 si. us s ic Is::
class ..rruagle to assume a directi,
;tries. {.,y relating to werkers in stiaggie and sec ktng
them
tOgether into a class mid,
'movement
.,:pp..-rt tor
their ,,ortrics. This andInsts was essenzailfy i. . tsr t
1q70$
‘1,,pur,555 -s bids
did see
SCetion, ,It,ttlayed ,:ttri-Mm,Mtc .t5t,11 I tt:.
C.1d, oiht:(
140,4C,Ci . conker- -Icr,

si:Ieis s sb

u S

r id

tielC.1! 1515

witk their predoininantl
1 hi. s 4-5 I ah.411 i so rzsmetrs lf1 alha!ICe 'Alai the trade
anion hureaucfaC
AA,
5," rt4:111! 11111:n i t tht:
ground Fitmtit tmt.1 t0,2 us ,spell
Ma!, lil'
erriplorricht. the spread ot lull time convenors and produetisity
bargaining - weakened workplace organizati,,n ,ind elleOUray,•d
w orkers to wok sectioNal solutions to their moblems. In this ,cry
different climate, which has, of course bewinc much worse since
May 1979, it is simply inappropriate to talk abaout linking together
rank-and-file organisations and giving them a general perspectise
the present situation demands much more modest tasks-drumming
up support for the tough,long-drawn out, defensive battles that do
take Place,seeking to preventihecollapse of shopfloor organization
within particular workplaces, making what often can only be
014 535' '10155 is thrice, In. hsnt
ditl,:s
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ori;eF,
stlOp stossirds base always
twit
n members and have
'vet).uhie:i to 'dres.,...des
n -lien been react torancv and time rs els rhe hire alts ay, been
t.tokards like the dn,e at an Cl plant described in '.ric study
plent
,hose n by a torernal whom he often stood in fom. and, huoilci and ill
t ni ho Job grade. only reMaitltrig, in it thanks to management's
lea destrue the emergence ot the f
hem:volt:n(7e' NC'
cony crams. shop stewards' organization remains qualnauseli different from official anron straicture, in its potential responsoeness
I'm ran and-tie raessute Not only FOC even full-time stewards
normally sublet:. hti elect:or. and re-election, they are liable to
hi in by mar,rtgernent - as the Derek Robinson case showed
?1,
1"
.
6. ,f their plants are closed. All this set, them
anii will In,r
apart from awe, Dffic-,a'ri F. Yen the most corrupt and decayed
workplace organization can be recaptured by the rank and his, with
comparative ease Equally.the trade union bureaucracy has become.
;I possible, more ineffectual in its attitude to the government and
t he employers, and more hostile to initiatives from below since the
Fortes came to office The TGWU's antics during the steel strike.
t he cynical hlacklegging organized by the EETPU and AL:EW at
the Isle of irain,and the pathetic response to Norman Tebbit's new
.
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Employment Bill all show this:
•
It doe, not follow however,. that it would flake any sense to Mr
and build a national-rank-andifile movement now.'The tra.le union
leaders are not holding back a tide of shopfloor militancy seeking
expression in action to which a rank-and-tile movement could
relate II this is so, a further problem arises.
I noted enlier. IS
established,in the late 19bt Is and early 14711s. m number(rf rank and.
file groups in different unions and indlIST6eS Some of thew ham('
survived birth abortive attempt, to rt,aid t he s,lf,tFm What
implications should the ahandonment it ;he rank nut file. it ,ntcie
km the present have for them: •
TABLE Ill
R4NIC4LIVAEFLEPAPERS.JAANTARV KW'
(tit,y

News

Redder lapr
Rank and File 1earlier
ilosprrai Work,
Conde
Colle}re J5mask and Pik

Pros: Onlir
2500 (18.112i#1)
1000 ( 4112182,0
3000 119,011181i
2
14, 1182j
1600 121til5ll
1200

"
Pie fioresgiven are those ofthe latest available print orders:the
date of each order is given in brackets, The orders may have been a
little depressed because of Christmas. hut the decline in both the
number of the papers and their circulation, compared to March
Pr,I ,oe Table 21. is still evident.
T ii nt 3 gives the Most recent riaures for rhe circulation of these
,tirs. 1,191s rank andiale raper, Sr only has their number shrunk,
bet ,ii
thu nit 1b5 It
,,,1-amiser. by corn.,t,t
t
t yee Fablc 2) 1. lemainir 0 rank-and-tile 2roups Arc
con
imitated in the winte-collm
thc
501'. nifln'm
v•orkploce mgamiation is ,,keak ,Irld V, tier trade ,Inionhni,
t he militant Varlet:, has tended Is Irsi domtitate,0 nol hy the may, or
low-paid, mainly female clerical Yytirk CT, ;let
111,111ber,
,h,
'
new middle-class-- beterogcnom group nit hue-sona r ,,,trke t,
to a large extent recruited front graduates and ()coins int pr.iti,,m,
of authority over other worker,' , here is ita nine et.ide net that
people of such a background base tended to dominate the whitecollar rank-and-file groups,
Certa:nly there has been a tendenc v ts r he rank-and-file groups
to become substitutes for an orientation on rank-and-tile activity.
in
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This tendency has been encouraged by some formulations used to
characterize the Vows. For example, Steve kfferys, the chief
architect of thetiMOSidattempt to build the NRFM, attacked the
notion.ofTeadvagaRtink and File as'a caucus'as'verynarrtneWe
want all who aMaxiady to fight consistently Over a wide range of
issues to join usin Rank and File'. He then went on to describe the
group as both "the organisation of the SWP members in a particular
union or industry.and'made up of all consistent fighters among the
rank-and-file— This .sort of writuscri reasoning. which treated an
'organisation of SWP members'to 'all consistent fighters among the
tank-and-file' could only encourage the groups to substitute themselves for the rank-and-file. Whereas in 1077 this sort of approach
led the SWP dangerously close to ultra-leftism, in the very grim
climate of more recent years it has promoted an accoModation by
G.- groups to the trade-union bureaucracy.
Lindsey Greig recently described this process. drawing on his
experience in Manchester:
This has not been a conscious processfor Me mostpan hut _Portiere gradual
accomodation tothe cliental Sillidatin. Numbers of our members ackve
'
aver many years in their own workplace and union have established a
Cerra* credibility and ,frequends have found themselves in positions of
union responsibilip"as branch _secrete,*s. delegates 10 stewards'committees and higher union bodies The Rank and File groups initially builtfor
4x4vnpk in the hospitals, at a tune of struggle with the employers, have
found themselves increasingly orientating on the union bureaucracy and
the details of union business.
Victones and defeats are no longer counted in terms of struggle with
employer but rather with the right-wing union bureaucracy - success
becomes aresolution passed or a member elected to a position. The actual
composition of the Rank and File groups nave (sic) become stabilized
around a handfuloflortg-servint Rank and File members. The Rank and
- fife groups,farfrom* body.leaa ng struggles. become a meeting place for
.often tired 'socialists' offrequesuo questionable hue acnng at tones as
little more than the left wing ofshelower levels ofunion bureaucracy. Our
comrades arefiet4Mt slamserves high and drs with whoever else happens
- to be washed mama the beach Theface is that many ofour Rank and Tile
groups bear ye*** relation to oar basic con ...ration ofa rank-and-file
network InderOssome Cafes, they are a barrier 10 the very detainee of
such a network. Poll:Mal questions are not raised as the meetings - one
reason being quite simply that ever one has known each other for years.
and. have developed a relationship where polittcat differences have been
'institutionalized into the background'.
It is important to stress that this process does not ans, from the
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subjective faith a those involved Hospital Worker, for example,
emerged out of the struggles of the early Prils, when shopfloor
organization was built,,very rapidly, alums( trona scratch. These
gamshavelargely beenclawed back by the hospital authoritiessinee
1977". It has simply been impossible for tank-and-file sumps to
flourish its the:period-site*
btirtronsformatwohas,however,
had due effeets. The rank,mil tile grows, whose atm was to bring
reNolutioriary polities to a wider audience, have now become depoliticized, as Lindsey Grew argues. Moreover, the grottos are
often a barrier to action. For example, during the recent NALGO
strike to Islington, the local NALGO Aetion Group voted against
all-out action,end se the SWP, Members effectively withdrew from
Megtoup. andopiatedopenlysindertheSocador Workerbannet.
Two factors have bentsespeeially important in this process of
degenerate& The first is the collapse of the NRFNI itself. This
deprived the rank-and-tile groups ofII national perspective. Instead,
the focus of their activity became problems specific to their own
unions and industries. The inevitable result was the emergence of
tendencies ittwards scetionalism in the groups,encouraged also by
the general climate within the labour Wm:Went. at a time when
workers have largely pursued sectitinal aoltitions to the problems
ereatedipeconotnie recession Ind max*unemployme nt. Focussing
upon sectional issues has in
helped to immunize the groups
from general problems ot the class The temptation towards substitutionism - towards treating quite narrow caucuses of revolutionartea, ex.ravolutionaries, and their hangers-on as rank-and-file
e,rganzzations- has consequently been very great
All this has been int& that much mice by the.second factor
w hich needs stressing here - namely the fad that rank-and-file
organization has always been weak in the white collar sector, and
that therefore-the contrastbetween before and after 1974 was much
less sharp than among manual workers. In industries such as
engineering and the docks where the framework of militant activity
had been shop steward,'()roma' titian. it was impossible to ignore
the down turn Hence the collapse of almost all the manual rankand-file .i.,apers, although the decline took place at different rates.
GEC Rank and File had emerged as part of an alrettrist to build a
strcng GEC Combine Committee: when the atterapt collapsedafter
the victimisation of a rim mher of leading militants, so did the rankand-fl, groups. On the other hand. Cznvorker seems for a time to
have provided IS members us an industry where milita: :s had
suffered a hammering even before the fall of Heath - for example,
at Chrysler's Coventry plants- with something of a soft option after
many of their fixtr-ry branches had fallen apart. In the white collar
unions, in contrast, the tendency for militants to orient on the
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been considerable and Was
official union
This again encouraged SWP
greatly torn
riterritiers in the While t tta.t neitsW to treat their .;:accuses at a
substitute for genuine i,t.an,rhle otganization based on win-kph:a delegates
shifted away
In the past four or fi,v s is the SWI'Mts itt ptactice.n
increasing
from the rank-and bk. !...efstwilise. There has betaS
.o...b:si$ to' work to take place outside the'minclency fru
ne debnek ot the firemen's strike,
nd-file trameworr, s
„n,ts the nest tn,,,
,t,,r;itc, tee 197$ Fool strike. the SW?
Work( sit all possible worlds,
intervention Inati :o
'workers Crirabine, an unhappy comopty,ting thloug.),
•ohe group and an ad hoc committee of
".
promise between
One very important initiative. the
different ha loft en,.,
ad June 1979,attracted widespread
Defend Our Unitiret
support wirimag LIE wacc :Mon delegates, but its aim WU net
'..stit the much more modest one of
:hat st tenOtiog the `s.N.F.
,aunching a p
1,jo v""fgn against labourandTory snacks
the SW? °peseta& *tough its
stoke,
steer
.he
,
.
on th., unions.
previously eatariisheek,gitap...Swel News bulletin, and- was able to
attract a mantic: ,f 1thill*Witant strikers around it Oneofthe
strengths of thi,„ippafitgfilltatis that it made no unrealistic claims
hout possessing i•ailigliatie organisation capahlioldelivering
it-tion. while providing a vehicle through which revolutionary ideas
could reach a wider audience'
It is time now to make the lessons of this experience explicit.
Obviously an made of this nature cannot make any detailed organizational proposals. It is intended rather to introduce a discussion
on how revolutionary work in the trade unions can be conducted in
the present very diffietalspujod. For,ofcourse,it is,even today,the
t provides the best optairtunitv for
lt
economic class sIni
in a revolutionan direction.
transforming workerST
take place tend to be long, hitter.
Indeed the struggies,,
the si.. issue of sdlidarity is vital to
defensive battles in
achieving victors (orAnote usually, to avoiding defeat). This IS
quite likely to make strikers receptive to socialist politics. The.
industrial struggle rnua remain she focus of Our activity.
Equally the argument of this article does not of course amount to
a rejection of the SWP's traditional orientation on the rank-andtile, nor its commitment to the self-emancipation of the working
Class. The idea of socialism from below, of workers freeing themselves through their own self activity is at the heart of Marxism.
However, while this principle is non-negotiable, the particular.
organizational forms through which we seek its realization vary
according to the circumstances. For most of their existence in the

page 1950s, 1960s,and even early 1970s, the MVP's predecessorsthe Socialist Review group and IS"did not seek to build a rank...andfile movement, however much they aspired to it. It was only when
certain conditions Were met - the confrontations between workers
and the Heath government, the inaction of the LCDTU,
transformation into a working-class organization- that the attempt
was made to translate this aspiration into reality. During the long
years which' preceded this move. IS did not orient itself upon
rank-and-file workers and seek to support their struggles against the
bosses and the bureaucrats any less than it did once the rank-and.
file strategy was adopted.
Emily, the tank-and-file strategy is essentially correct - in the
appropriate conditions, which have not existed since 1974. But
there have been enough Victories even in these OM years - at
Gardner's,for example,and in the mines Met'pit closures-to show
that the shift in the balance of class forces since 1974 is not irreversible: No decisive defeat has been inflicted on the workerss' movement in Britain. Any economic revival is likely to push workers and
the ruling class into confrontation with the employers. Then a
national rank-and-file movement may again become both necessary
and possible. Just asin the mid-1924h there is everything still to play
for We must make sure we do better next time.
Nola
am wry psalm in Peter limns, Peter Clark.'Tony Cliff. and Mho Demon for the
help and advice they have given me ic writing this article.
.u
1. See T Cliff, 'The Balance oh Class Forces in Britain T
1979. .
K Marx. Capital((Hantiondowirth. 1976)p 929.
K Mark and F
SefectedWorks(Moscow,Igran p2514
lbid.p228. Sand El Webb, The HigtOry OfTrade Unionism 1066•1920(Edinburgh. 1919)p
KM.
ft Mithels, Political PUICia.(Glencoe, Ill .t9491-7. See 3Elialon and N (Liman, Trade Unions and Resin(wain(London. 1975)pp
ttlff.
B. On the wartime watershed.set P Addison. The Road to 1445(London. PM),
9, Rosa LacenzhargSpeaks(Nos York. 19710 pp 214-17
10, Mon Weber arguesoonvineingly that Luxemburg and Michel's anabbri Of the
incipient bureaucratisan of the German labour movement as clearly SUpenor
in explaining reformism to Lenin's theory of the tabour aristocracy as a uremia
of the working class bought off with imperialist superinobts -see Marsala et
conscsence de close (Pans. 1975), and also T Chit 'The Economic Roots of
Reformism'. in Neither Washington nor Moscow(London, 1982),
It. JfEnton, The First Shop Stewards Movement(London. 1973)p 80.
12, V I Latin. Collected Works(Moscow,1974)p264.
II Leon Trotsky on China(New York. 1976).pp 319-20.
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But however weak steward organisation
i n any particular plant, the general level
and expectation of take home pay was
the result of the more militant shop
steward organised sections constantly
pushing up the ceiling.
Indeed another feature of wage militancy in this period was . upgrading
claims and 'leapfrogging'. whereby one
section on winning an increase would be
followed by another bouncing in for the
'same increase, plus restoration of the
d ifferential!
The weakness of the shop stewards'
movement (do it yourself reformism'
Cliff called it) was that it was sectional
and with very little generalised politics.
-The Socialist Worke.s Party has always successive Governments domesticHence dockers could have a steward
been committed to building-the rank and
policies had been their attempts to organisation second to none but marph
file Movement. it follows naturally from shackle and control trade unionism in
in support of Powell
our revolutionary perspective for
particular the unofficial trade unionism
None the less it was this stewards'
change through the activity of workers
— and consequent wage drift — of the organisation that provided the base
to
themselves. It also centres on where the Shop stewards And so we hove had
the very political industrial struggles
- • .Cta9S is strong —,in the'workptace.
successive attempts at 'incomes' against the- Heath Government.
In a
. in particular we see the need for rank
policieS, wage freeses - and - the legal sense the imposition of the Industrial
•and file organisation that can act in- restrictioos of Labour's In Place of
Strife
Relations Act forced the generalisation
ependently from the TU bureaucracy. and the Tories Industrial Relations Act.
of .politics down to the shop floor.
. We recognise the TU bureaucracy is a
The height of shop steward organisa- Defence of your steward organisation
.
privileged (and largely undemocratic) tion and militancy was the successful
was defence of your wage packet — It
group that in acting as the go-between fight against the Industrial Relations
Act
was also a political fight to defeat the
workers and management inevitably (IRA). It speaks volumes for the state
of
I ndustrial Relations Act arid bring down
vacilates. •
the movement now that the Tories are the Tories.
•
We do recognise -the difference bet-, confident eriougli to porsh through
Many of the major battles of the early
wean left wing and right wing officials Tebbit'S legislation which a even more
seventies — the defence of jobs at UCS,
but we do not, as do the Communist pernicious than the IRA. Saltley Gate. sympathy strikes for the
Party and Labour lefts, put our faith in
I n order to understand the scale of the Pentonvilie 5 etc — were organised by
left officials For - even left • officials downturn we are now
in. it is worth shop stewards and convenors.
vacilate,at crucial intments.otclass.con,, remembering what . shop
stewards'
It was the power of rank and file shop
f rontatioo look at)
privacy
organisation was like.
stewards which dominated this, the most
of NUPE in the cutrant:nospitiircietke'ff•
The wages(loft of the-60s and 60s was
militant period of British working class
dispute Worse — often the credibility of
based on sectional militancy led by shop
history since the General Strike.
left wing officials enables them to sell Stewards in key industries
like the docks.
Of course sections of the trade union
out and don the rank and file moredon- print, engineering, cars, shipbuilding.
It
beauracracy played a role The election
vincingly than rabid lightwirtgers. For was characterised by unofficial
'wildcat' of Hugh Scanlon represented a major
example ft was Jones and Scanlan that strikes and restrictive
practices. Often
step forward. Bet Scanlon's ease was the
sold the Social Contract not Frank
the threat of unofficial action was shop stewards
he himself came from
Chapple.
sufficient to win gains from the employer
the piecerate steward traditon Indeed
Our attitude toward the rt.i bL eau- at sectional level who under
the
the lay coral ol of the District/Division;
cracy is exactly the same as that of the conditiorla of the boom was
prepared to
N ational Committee in the AUEW
Shop Stewards and Workshop 'buy off' trouble,
successfully disciplined Scanlon to
Committees Movement of the Clyde
I n the Conferedation of Engineering
stand firm over the issue of fines to the
toward the end of the First World War: •and Shipbuilding Unions
(Confed) NIRC — despite Scanlon himself
We will support the officials just so covering three million trade
unionists speaking against such a policy at the
long .as they tightly represent the
most workers relied on Me strength of
National Committee. Although it wasn't
workeas but Will act independently their particular sectional
shop stewaro sufficiently strong to Stop Scanlon
i mmediately they misrepresent mem. and to a lesser extent
on the strength of selling out the annual wage claims of 72
Being composed of Negates from the plants Confederated ee Joint
Union) and 77
. every 'shop and uniiasonelled by Stewards Committee for over
halt their .sS Whether from the left or the right the
obsolete' rule ,of law, we claire to wage packet. National minimum
rates TUC bureaJcracy responded to the milirepresent the true feeling of -the were established by
the national tancy from below The TUC .did
, worker- a, We can act immediately, officials.. The stewards
were responsible
belatedly call for a General Strike to free
- according to the -merits of .the ease for the weekly guerilla
struggle over
the Pentonville Five. Even Joe Gormley
and the desire of the rank and hie •
piece rates ar J similar bonuses.
found himself at the head of the most
Such wages' .struggles inevitably
successful r111P,F1' strike ever II won all
In britain there has been a strong rank spilled over into tighter steward
control
of its demands and brought down the
and file. tradition around shop steward of manning
levels and work practices —
Tory Government!
organisation — as Alex Calliniccs '
restrictive practices' the employers
T hose sections of the class without the
explains — going back to the'Red Clyde' called it The steoard
was accountable same shop stewards organisation were
and before. This tradition of shop directly to the members
on the particular
still greatly effected by it The majority of
steward organisation capable of acting section. worked on
the section and
the big national wage battles of the early
unofficially and rooted in the workplace received the same
money as the section. seventies were in one form or another for
has, particularly since the Secor0 World
This democratic steward organisation 'parity' with those sections
who had
War. been qtste .peculiar to the British seriously encroached
on management's
benefitted from wage drift.
experience.
tight to manage'. Of course the strength,
The miners, for -example, couched
Up until the current Employment Act of such shop steward
organisation was
their claim in terms of restoring their
the British Trade Union • avement has extremely
uneven Not-only from area to
position in the ws jes league table.
been alone in .successfully resisting area and plant to
plant, but even from
legan restrictions. The core of section to section
within the same plant.

e
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Mi nerS Pay -had slipped behind precisely
because local wage bargaining had been
eliminated throuoh the National Power
Loading Agreement ,
Similarly the PoSt Gas and . building
workers all fought for parity,or comparability with the better paid. ,
The shop stewards' wage drift set the
-Ceiling. Others then fought.to-tch up
The struggle wasn't always Successful.
The postmen for example were smashed
after an 11 week strike for which the TUC
refused to mobilise the necessary'
support. But by and large this was a
period of rising class confidence and
militancy.
It was also the period of rapid growth
i n new areas of trade union Miiitancy.e9pecially in the pOblie sector amongst,
white collar worke-s — local government. teachers civil servants, hospital
workers etc.
None of these sections had any effectiveshop steward orgarnsation.- Indeed
;ti previous years Whitley Councila had .
been established in the public ector to
precisely head . off any local shop
steward type wage oat-gaining. But as
earnings rose in manufacturin.: through
SS led wage drift so gr ,aups like teachers
fell'behind.
In the late 60s most teachers received
less pay than a carworker The ensusing
wage battles dio •sregin to .throw up new
steward organisation -.- particularly in
the hospital . But this newer SS
org-resation neiyer won ccntrol of local
wage bargaining.
In fact it was often.one of name only.
For example. the relationship between
N ALGO
branches and departmental
reps. Similarly in the !SIUT tt )school
based NW" rep never became a shop
steward although significantly the unofficial London teachers strike prior to
the Houghton settlement,was fed by the
school reps with, in a few cases, unofficial meetings between reps taking
place.
Brave efforts to buil() SS organisations
did take place, for example, the six
n.onth NALGO Social Workers' strike
But the central weakness in.all these
'new areas' was the lack of control over
local wage bargaining which was always
the bread and butter of shop steward
organisetion elsewhere
Workplace TU o ganisation became
stronger in the Ceril Service than 'fl
N ALGO and teaching But this was
probably due more to the Civil Servtce
u nions being vertically, organiSed
whereas NALGO. and the NUT are
horizontal unions including the. lowest
arid highest (menageriall grades in their
ranks,
Since the early 70s steward
o rganisation fri this country has
changed dramatically The down turnis
not iust a question ef intimidation
through mass sieemployment Nee re it
just a question of a tar lower level of
strikes or the cowarreee of . the TU
bureaucracy It is air :eese and more
Shop steward. organisation itself has

been radically changed with not only SS organisations we campaigned for itt.
,
serious irriplicatons for the sections of
in those sections that did, such as the
the class direttly concerned but for the
docks and the car industry, the papers
class as a whole
.
campaigned to extend and politicise
The undermining of shop steward
w hatever SS .orgaresation already
organisation particularly has its roots in
existed
the productivity deals (encouraged by
These efforts did not take place in a
TU leaders and the Wilson siovernment) political vaccuum At the time the CP
and in the Social Contract sold by Jones
was the most significant national,
and Scaelon under. the last Labour
organisation of militant trade unionists
Government.
a nd stewards. The 'CP's Liaison
ProdUctivity dealing gradualO,
Cuie-eeee for Defence of Trade Unions
reduced the areas and amounts-negowas not only capable of organising
tiated by the steward at sectional level
representative TU delegate eonPiece rates negotiated sectionally gave
:erenc.es, but was responsible for a one
way to MDW negotiated plant wide The
day unofficial stoppage by half a million
largertheemit negotiated for, the greater.
workers against the Industrial Relations
the role of the full time officials over and
Bill,
above lay stewards. In some,cases the
However this potential was in union .
negotiations aren't even plant wide. af'er union made subservient by the CP
They encompass the whole combine or
to blind uncritical support for left wing
.industry — as in British Leyland or ship- officials like Scanlon. The CP had a far
building. This Process hasn't eliminated
larger periphery than us. And although
SS but it has helped bureaucratise them. they ,. .ted as a carrier to building a nonWith MOW true emphasis drifted away
sectional rank and file movement they
from the sectional steward to the need
also presented us with an,audience wit
for. the convenor to be full time There is
which to argue arid test our ideas. 0
a great differ( rice between a full time
united front work was obsessively
convenor who is still accountable to the acitreelednoward the CP.
stewards in the plant) and the full time i Privacy_ 'explains in hiserticle we made
official. But this shift did mark the begin- `-riiTatakes in this period. Especially in our
ning of a spreading of the TU bureausubstitutionalism during :the Firemen's
cracy's influence down into :he
strike. But an many ways the most
workplace
serious mistaxes which can still effeci
A nd this whole...process was
our Work today were even smaller. By
heightened under the Social Contract
carting the small caucuses of individuals
The TUC collaborated with employers
around particular rank and file papers
and Government at national. level . At 'RANK and FILE' groups we helped sow
plant level full time convenore and
illusions inside and outside the Party
increasingly full time senior steveirds as
that these groups themselves were
well, were similar ,i encouraged to
somehow the rant and file mov ,-,rnent.
collaborate with local management. The
What under conditions of rising class
national • ideology that Jones and
militancy was a deeiation of just a few
Scanlon cold
ie the need for restraint ilegre , is now under conditions of
under a Labou, Governmenl. the need
downturn quite dangerous to our pracfor a .proliteble industry (sacrifice now
tice.
so that a Labour government can reward
I n those sections of the class that had
you later)' the need for planning
SS organisation such blurring of names
agreements, collaboration between
did not matter so much because our
employers arid union officials and so on
comrades had to daily relate to the
ream
. . found an -echo at local level too Red
rank and file movement — the shop
Robbo along with most other CP and
stewrads, unofficial strikes, workplace
B road Left convenors embraced
stoppages, work to rules etc. But it did
participation schemes with open arms
matter in white collar unions where SS
And where formatparticipation schemes
organisations was virtually non-existent.
didn't exist full time convenors and
Significantly our most successful rank
stewards were informally sucked into
and file papers came and went with the
accept' ig managements problems as
u ps and downs of the levels of SS . ..
their Own
organisations, and the level of unofficial
The incorporation and consequent
struggle.
Weakening of SS organisation under the
Dockworker paid for itself, was disSocial Contract was the beginning of the
tributed by Docks shop stewards and for
current downturn, It also paved tile way
a brief period beca ne the 'unofficial
for the present Tory onslaught, •
' voice' of the unofficial National Port's
When we launched the rank and file
Shop Stewards Committee. We never
papers back in the early sesanties it was
had Dockworkers group independent of
at a time when we were recruiting large
the existing rank and file organisation of
n umbers of workers and building factory
dockers — the SS Organisation As the
branches.
:significance of the National Ports Shop
We correctly took the model of a
Stewards Committee declined our comstrong shop steward organisation as the
rades instinctively retreated with
basis for a rank and file movement. The
Dockworker:
rank and file papers and the subsequent
Carworker was distributed at ElleNational Rank and File Organising
mere Port Vatoniall plant by the shop
Cpmmittee were a .brave attempt to
stewards'committee while at the time we
combat the sectionalism of SS
had no members in the plant.
organisation.
GEC rank and file was set up by a
In sections which did not have existing - meeting of GEC stewards from 12 plants.
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Li Was financed by those SSC:s as a
.. means towards building a GEC Combine
' Cemmittee. After GEC successfully
smashed this embryonic combine wide
stewards organisation by victimisations
in Coventry. Newton Le Wileswa and
Liverpool,. we retreated .and stopped
GEC R&F with it.
•
.
I n engArteering we a o boned pretensionCtri building .• dependent
tharteefigroups. We
.e 'correctly
forced 139 circurnstances to relate to
existing SS-organisation
The contusion then, which in some
cases is even worse now, was amongst
sections that do not have any similar SG
organisations.
,
Because we numerically had more
' teachers. tocal government workers and
civil servants, we also built in those
sectors the biggest circulations for our
R&F' papers. In the absence of SS
organisation the consequential 'R&F
groups have. with the worsening of the
d ownturn, become dangerously
substitutioniet. A caucus of individuals
worga ntsed around.a paper in the upturn
although altghtly offline, is a Justifiahle
formula. A small caucus of individoals
calling itself a 'Rank arid File Group' in
the downturn is absurd,'
Al the moment it is very difficult. it not
i mpossible to build real workplace
based rank and file organisation- in
N AIGO the teacO•ers and reel Service
because of the downturn.
So what then has become of the Rank
and File groups'? By dint of SWP effort
and financial subsidies Inc papers and
groups were kept going. But they
become More and more divorced from
the workplace and from struggle.
Significantly in the civil servants strike
Redder Tape was irrelevant. In the
Liverpool typists' strike our intervention
was carried ditecty as SW not through
. NAG. while in the Islingtor. NALGO
strike the trice. NAG . group initially
Ali oppnSed the strike — thankfully it had
MII little i aluence Such a divorce from the
Workplace, not through any failure' of
effort by individuals, but because of the
objective conditions of • the downturn,
. inevitably means that such grout logs
find another area of operation — the
.
trade union machine itself
When Rank and File Teaches wa ,at its
height. when there were unofficial
. teachers' strikes. we •ran two cancedates
• for national office. Both ot them were
elected This yeas when it is in, conceivable for us to organise unofficial
strikes amongst ieachers. we oan 14
candidates for office None of them were
elected!
At local level caucusing for the branch
meeting becomes more important than
the detail of relating to the office or
typing pool The zenith of the R&F
groups' activity becomes Inc annual
union conference, not strikes within the
industry
. The experience of our comrades in
last year's civil servants' strikes meant
that these lessons have been raewn
more quickly In NALGO and in the NUT
sorns of • our comrades arid some non
members — possibly still in small R&F
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groups — have been slower to recosnise
the danger signs. But any fudging of our
judgemen; of such issues will severely
hamper our ability to relate to the
changed circumstances we are now in.
At a national level the NRFOC was
similarly subsetionalist. As AC explained it was incapable of even
delivering a day of action in support of
the .firemen, Fortunately we retreated
froM the NRFOC with the much more'
down to earth Defend our Unions Conference
Meanwhile, the Right to Work
Campaign,'the child of the R&FOC be-.
cam-e disproportionately bigger than its
parent. The RTWC's credibility was
earned through mobilising unemployed
marches and unfortunately not through
being seen as part of the R&F movement,
Even though on occasions we
zealoesty erred towards substituting the
R TWC for the R&F movement
fortunately we remained careful 1.0 keep

it as a campaign and notasa,permarient
organisation.
The more openly honest we are about
the limitations of the RTWC the more we
can build on the network of TU contacts
established around it.
The RTWC has been, and can continue to be. if.sparingly-Osed. an important foot ii the door* any trade union organisation But fcit4he majority,'
of the time our generalised political'
arguments against unemployment must ,
be carried oy SW and through open
party work. A limited one issue campaign cannot by definition do that The
relative 'success' of the RTWC corn- '
pared tis'al&F groups in the downturn is
oecause it demands much less. A £20
donation to an unemployed march might
open the door. Out by itself will not raise
our ideas about the rank and file. For tnat
we need the patient, regular individual
'sales of.SW and its generalised politics. •

U nder these circumstances we are invariably welcomed on picket lines. Not
STRIKE INTERVENTION
only is it unneceasary to wear a different
hat who*,approaching .strikers, it is
Last year saw the lowest number of
politicallAlishonest Any strikers know
strikes since 1943. Nevertheless there that at p'seent the trade ornonists who
are stilt strikes. all of which we shoull turns up on another picket lise offerieg
relate to.
•
support ••-- money raising, duplicating
I NDIVIDUAL PLANT STRIKES —
and advice •--- is an exception! We are
which are invariably defensive: long. exceptions . because we are socialists
Foam the start we should introduce ourhard and official,
NATIONAL DISPUTES • which are
sehles as from the local SWP branch and
usually -Oe result of GOvernment com- openly explain that for us, workers
bativity eg hoeitals and railways.
struggle is politics
These strikes are enormously reliant
It follows naturally then that our key
on national officials --- a reliance which. un . t for strike intervention is the local
is another reflection of the weakness of geographical SWP branch. Strikes in the
r ank and file confidence and
present period need supnort from all
organisation — hence the national
they will Not be ex') through
q uarters
officials capacity for disastrous sellouts sectional expertise within a particular
like that of the NUR. Similarly the u nisn alone.
i nability of the rank and file to
Strikers should be encouraged to local
unofficially escalate the official, but SWP branch meetings. Special meetings
token, action in the health service,
geared to the strikers alone are likely to
Local plant strikes, even when they are
be self defeating.. A striker coming loan
over wages, are often precipitated by SWP meeting on the Falklands War who
management provocation. In the same is warrMy received and assured of
w ay specif ic strikes against support from different comrades in
redundancies are often, in response to different areas of, work will oe just as
enforced redundancies aid victimise- i mpressed as coming to a meeting of the
lions There are increasingly stril
acr same size (possibly even smaller) that
u nion recognition -- these torte/are discusses only his or her strike.
.
defensive.
Metal t",,, x strikers attended and spoke
0:3;
These local strikes show a remarkable at numerous SWP meetings around the
ability for shop stewarJ organisation to country at wnich they were impressed
still-kick. Long and c •cial they usually and influenced by our general politics.
lack - official blacking support.
The Bradford SWP meeting called speciVictories are the exception. Gardners fically on the strike (in a room to hold
Still had piecework • bargaining and
1001 was worse than embarrassing for
stronger 'sectional shop steward
the six members and six strikers who
organiSaticr. than most It was also the turned up.
only site producing Gardner engines
The key to winning most strikes is to
and so less dependent' on blacking than secure solidarity from others. The less
most,
sectional our intervention then the better
The recent _Metal Box victory. in it fits. All of our members should be
Bradford was more remarkable. involved in raising money. picketing,
Unofficial delegations and pressure On taking round strike delegations, arguing
other Metal Box plants was organised general politics and so on.
despite the reluctance of AUEW full time
If particular 'expert' advice is
officials. These-strikes can be won,but it
is hard.
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necessary then the more experienced. stand against Tory attempts to secure a
comrades in the branch or the centre can demoralising defeat for the whole class.
be contacted. We must continue to insist
Defensive national strikes show the
that ail members play a part in strike national union officials at. their most
support work. Leaving it up to 'ex- coevardly.- We need to politically explain
perienced industrial' experts is a recipe t hat cowardice. how it relates to the
for passivity.
,•o
reformist politics of the bureaucracy.
The majority of strikers at arty one time and how we need to rely on the activism
are on strike for the first time in their of the rank - and file itself — not only to
lives. A soaialist with a political eye for win specific; strikes hut ultimately as the
rank and foe involvement, who recog- means to transforming society in
nises the need to go Out and picket and
general. Such political argument cannot
campaign for he necessary blacking. be translated by phoney rank and file
send out delegations for money raising, groups and leaflets -- it neeas the
recognises not to trust full time officials, generalising revolutionary politics of
understands the role of the press. the law Socialist Worker
and so on -. wilt have much more idea of
Out of the defensive national strikes at
how to win a strike than an NUR Branch
present it is not possible to build rank
secretary who has. never been on strike and -file TU organisations capable of
in his Mei and thinks Sid Weighell an
leading the strike independently of
honourable mant
,•
national officials.
I n national strikes like the hospitals • We should not be surprised at rush
and aailvvays our intervention is simiiat. rank and fife weakness-- it follows !torn
Obviously there has to be more, our analysis of the downturn. But it does
coordination — national leaflets, SW not mean that we 'remain passive
front pages etc- — from the c.entre
but Pressure- must be put on officials, they
still the local branch has to forge the, m ust be forced to shoulder the respersonal contacts .on the 1(3614 picket ponsibility oi be exposed.
lines.
• .
We might not be able to build rank and
And in national disputes It is even file organisations but we can win over
more important we push our overall individuals to our view, We can win over
politics to the fore The hospitals strike
new readers of SW, we can sow the
for instance raises the potential for - seeds for future rank and file organisadefying Tebbe Railway workers oickets tions when the movement doe go back
must be approached as representing a on the upturn.

.
.
WORKING WITHIN THE TU MACHINE
Last year many trade union, activists
were obsessed with fighting within the
TU .machine to secure votes for Berm.
The phenomenon of Bermism was the
reverse side of the downturn_ It was
easier to get a branch vote for Benn,than
win fellow workers over • to striking
against the cuts.
As Benn's bubble hae burst the same
TU activists who were attracted to the
easier option of reforming the Labour
Party are now moving towards electoralism within the TU machine-- Broad
Leftism
I n union after union new Broad Lefts
are being formed. Not as in the past by
the CP but by different sections of the
Labour Left_ The Militant tendency is especially involved At the NALGO conference there were thre different Broad
Lefts being canvassed for by different
factions of the Bennite Labour Left!
The new Broad Lefts are even more
electorally orientated than oefore The
winning of positions is a dangerous
game. if it is not t.oally bound up with the
fight for rank and file organisation rid
confidence
The Broad left majority on the NUR
executive is a salutary lesson. Th :!y
th ight Weighell 'could be beaten by a
vote, and oureaucratic tricks They never
earnp.agned within the rank and file. So
by what SW correctly called -

Monday', it was Sid Weighell, the BR
Board and the Tones who were able to
claim suoport from the rank and file as
represented by the NUR ceoference
riecision.) The Broad Left executive
majority were uncomfortably (but
possibly accuraely) labelled as a left
wing rump.
Our altei native to such Bread Leftism
.is our notion of ra ilk and file
organisation_ It might be a very difficult
task and it is a task we alone cannot
build. But ills the only alternative and we
m ust -argue for it. If that means we are
necessarily propagandist then so be it —
we have. no choice.
It means we as the SWP have to openly
argue for the rank and file movement
I ndeed propanganda for the R&FM must
be linked to general propaganda for the
need for' re iolutionary change. Such
propaganda does not mean passivity
as explained in the previous section we
can still agitate and directly' contribute
towards winning solidarity between
different groups. But we must he honest
witn workers around us and openly
recognise our, arid the movement's
weakness at the present time. Thus our
alternative to the NALGO Broad Left is
not another electoral machine with a
better programme le the NALGO Action
Group.
I n the present downturn propagandising for the rank and file movement
requires more generalised politics and
greater flexibility. Therefore we need a
higher party profile. NAG. Redder Tape
or -lank and File Teacher is by

comparison, blunt tactically. too specific
and therefore muddled in its own role.
In an official strike we stand on the
picket line alongside broad letters and
argue with them for the specific In the
downturn there is not so likely to be the
unofficial strike — hence the need for
more generalised political argument
By keeping a high party profile we can
have greater tactical flexibility in relating
to different Broad Lefts We are in favour
of supporting left wing candidates
against the right but we are not for
sowing Illusions that this is the key way
forward. We must argue wit - and within
the Broad Left.
The extent of our commitment to
particular broad lefts varies from union
to union So long as we ensure our
political independence through an
openly high party profile there is no
problem. iris only when comrades hide
their -litics and political identity within
Brood Lefts that they get sucked into TU
machine politics.
In the IRSF we are centrally involved inAk
a left moving Broad Left that is beingW
witchhunted by the Executive. In the
CPSA with a rightward moving Broad
Left which now holds power we need to
be much mora cautious. We identify with •
CPSA members pulled to the left by the
Broad Left electoral successes but at the
same time keep clear our critical
i ndependence.
This can be done within the Broad Left
and even more crucially, outside the
Broad Left with individual militants who
are not card carrying members of the
CPSA Broad Left We are not in favour of
card carrying caucuses operating block
votes for the existing executive, however
broad and left its exponents might claim
it to be
In the AUEW we became known as the
sharpest critics of Hugh Scanlon. So too
we must become in the miners against
Scargill and ta the CPSA against Kevin
Roddy.
W here, when and it we decide to field.
candidates it is a purely tactical
q uestion. No comrade stands for any
national office without consultation and
permission from the CC.
We are only for running canoidates
w ho openly espouse their SWP
meta arship. and if their election, or
eiection campaign contributes toward
building rank and file confidence and organisation.
T his is true at lower levels of the TU
movement as well. We are in favour of
every member fighting to become a shop
steward or the equivalent in their workplace — but nty on a principled basis.
Positions for the sake of it are inevitably
compromises.
A judgement cf the tactical value in
winning positions becomes harder the
more such positions are divorced from
the workplace. A rule of thumb is thaf we
are in favour of fighting for every
position in the workplace but the more
the position is away from it the more we
need to think about it.
Another rule of thumb is that under
present conditions any revolutionary
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'<aiding any TU positions should, if not
would help challenge the right and put urging contacts in whichever union to
actually in conflict, be in a state of tenthe Broad Left on the spot.
support and push for such policies. Of
sion with the membership they
I t is also activity within the TU course the wording of such resolutions
represent.
machine that need :not be the sole, might tactically vary from union
to
Revolutionaries are not in :law& of
preserve of those comrades in the union, but the policy remains the same.
passively so `lecting •rank and file views.
particular union.
We recognise the workplace to be
, We are fight,: :4 to change views. In lust
If crganised from the local SWP
more important than the union branch.
• the same way we are in favour of correct
branch all members can be involved in
but we don't ignore the latter.
leadership. But the right to lead has lobe
earned, fought and argued for. Respect
is more important than popularity.
So comrades - fighting for positions
should discuss It fully with their focal
threats these days.
branch And where necessary, with our IN THE WORKPLA
CE
Where there is no equivalent shop
i ndustrial organisers . Other. less
stewaros organisation comrades should
experienced comrades can learn from
Politically we see the power of Workers
.
he fighting to build it: oral least seeking
such discussion and all of us (however
i n the workplace as not only the means to
get the TU branch more directly
experienced) need the assistance and
for defence against the Tory Offensive,
accoutable to the workplace. .For
advice horn cO•nrades better placed by
but ultimately for revolt:tionary change. example,
it is always useful to urge
virtue at thee •fistance tram the day to
- We therefor. seek to orientate all
branch executives to call one issue
day detail h is often easiei to read a activity on the workplace -- from strike
meetings during working hours, or at
game of football from the stands than solidarity work to CND.
The most
l east in meal breaks.
from on the pitch itself! .
portant aspect of the FITWC for example
Also where no SS organisation exists
Work within the TU machine does not i s not necessarily unemplo
yed
we should unofficially or informally start
solely rest on 'our attitude toward
individuals but, the network of TU
acting as sect;onal reps - both in
winning .positions..
contacts within different workplaces. dealings with
the foreman or supervisor
At every opportunity we need to raise Our most important SW sales are outside
and with the TU branch. Always report
our general politics and specific workpaces and to incivictual contacts
back from brancr, meetings to the
•
demands. The downturn does not mean
i nside. workplace
we abstain from the TU machine. It does
The downturn has radically affected
The Closed Shop must not only be
mean we have to be more -openly conditions within the workplace.
it is
defended, in meny instances it has yet to
political and thetefore more ar9orhent- very hot in the kitchen! But unlike
.
be established As well as defending it in
ative
reformists turning to the softer options
general propagandist terms (as against
We should better, coordinate prop- of Bennism and/or Broad Left
Tebbit's proposals) the Closed Shop has
• aganda,work anct pushing for support for electoralisin we Must'Continue to
battle
to be argued for in the specific. From
resolutions. For example we should for for influence within the workplace.
This
publically taunting non unionists to
t he next - year. leading up to. next
means both on the inside and from the
donate back their TU negotiated pay
summers union conferences, push in all outside
rise, to personally doing a card check,
. unions a nurnber of resolutions openly
The more we are individually battling
we need to be Oae defenders of the
supported by and campaigned for by i n our own workplace, the more credible
Closed Shop.
SW. .
our advice and arguments with others
In workplaces where the Closed Shop
They should be alone the following
FiNP members within their workplaces
has never existed, like amongst teachers
lines:
should be constantly pushing strike
we must be the sharpest arguers for it.
I Opposition to Tebbit's laws and collections, urging individuals
to ioin
For each individual comrade the few
therefore for official-instructions to not picket lines, demonstrations
and so on. SW sales on the section or in the plant
is
cross picket lines
in taking up positions as shop steward
the poltecal base we start from. Today's
2 Against Tory wages pc,licy and we should by our example argue for
regular
:SW
readers
are the seeds for
therefore for !Limp sum across the board sectionally accountable shop
steward
tomorrow's -struggle Where through
wage increases to be fought for by 411 out organisation. We should use
regular
threat
of tticitmisation It is impossible to
trike action.
report back meetings. We should scorn
openly sell SW on the inside individual
3 Against unemployment, for all 'perks'and only take whatever lime
off
sales can stiff be established, and SW
.industrial action against the cuts and the job is min,mally necessary
sales from the outside should be set Up
reckincancies and • therefore for
Where comrades win full time shop
b y comrades from the local
immediate official blacking Instructions steward positions we
should seek to
goegraphical branch.
for -any strike against redundancies.
i nvolve others in the work and thereby
Collecting money for str.kes is a vital
4 For TU organisation of YOP question in practice the
need to have a
means of raising politics in the
. schemes and for a national TUC union full time convenor or whatever.
An active
worloilace. Often it is tougher to collect
for the unemployed.
committee is stronger than any full time
from individuals than win an official
5 For trade union democracy and i ndividual. This does not
mean
donation from the SSC or TU branch
regular election of all full. time officials, conceding manageme
nt demands to cut
meetir.g. but it is doubly more important.
all officials to be paid the average of the back TU facilities -- it means
fighting to
Eventually all comrades have got to
members and that they should be extend them.
aim to be individually capable of leading
subieet to permanent recall .
We should ccotsistently try to
strikes. It is often as difficult to collect
6 For all TU votes and elections to be encroach on management's
'right' to
money in the downturn as it is to lead a
'held at meetings by a show of hands and. manage. Even where SS organisati
on is
strike in the upturn. The key is learning
therefore against postal balloting.
badly eroded it is still possible to win
how to relate to and earn respect from
7 For affiliation io CND Official union 'mutuality l over a number
of practices. fellow workers who don't agree
with all
support for CND initiatives and therefore M utuality, can be won over small
issues, our politics but who will on specific
for opposition to Tory war mongeong. confidence raised
and then won over
issues take our lead.
For industrial action against the bomb
bigger issues iike work speeds safety
Out industrial activity in the downturn
For neither Washington Nor Moscow, and manning leveis. Such
mutuality is
needs more attention to detail not less.
but for -international socialism :
essentiai on issues like fair distribution. But
that attention has to be organised
8 For opnosition to racialism and of overtime for fair distributio
n of short. from our geographical branches.
In an
therefore for official instructions to time working).
upturn v.R.- w,11 be seeking to build factory
black any work in connection wah.the
Care is needed to carri th'c.
branches
mat are fighting for the
N ationalities Act
membership and pick the issue Ow,
political and industrial leadership of the
And so on .
which such mutuality 's fight for Campaigning for such resolutions employers are much more
alert to hotlt w
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place. It's beicaLia
that
eclficity tqat our factory b
ches iri
past, required locar- titical
&Warship, that was.,AriOsi than the
workplat*TY4';',Ahe district
:Committee.
in the downtur- iiiiiiditai'tfinty, and
should only. build the geograph .'al
branch. led by the branch cairn-nide
• 411 guarding against substitutionalism
we are not rejecting our rank and file
perspectives. I ndeed wvi need a freer and
more openly politica 1'4 with which to
argue for such perspec eves.
No One can predict 'when and how the
upturn will start, BUI' upturns ar- F• much
easie,to see than downturns. We won't
'miss' the upturn Well reciognise
offensive wage struggles, sit-ins,
Unotticiai action, reernergent SS type
"
Spaticirt. increased SW sales and so
real question is hdw Willi we be.
r it,
$edtisting hvy we operate
idø be better equipped to changeen the class struggle rises. We
1t use rank and file papers again., „Certainly we hope to be building
Mpeting for leadership of SS type
anisations.
ur tactical response to any further
, Upturn will be dependent on our assess—^t, ment of class forces and our own implantation, The former depends upon
our analysis f the downturn, the taller
on the work we do now within the
downturn.
Credibility arid political influence won
now is worth 100 times more when the
'
,ik'struggle rises.
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